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What Is It to
Win Souls?
Charles H. Spurgeon

BEYOND THE STORM
F. P. Egling
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Photosensitization

C. R. Heisey
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The Presence of God
A. T. Pierson

There is a place of sacred rest
Far, far beyond the sky
Where beauty smiles eternally,
And pleasure never dies.
My Father's house, my heavenly home
Where many mansions stand,
Prepared by hands divine for all
Who seek the better land.
When tossed upon the waves of life
With fears on every side,
When fiercely howls the gathering storm
And foams the angry tide.
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Our War Time
Experience
Malinda Taylor
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The Effect of Singing
and Holy Ghost
Demonstration
C. A. Cooper

Beyond the storms, beyond the gloom,
Breaks forth the light of morn
Bright beaming from the Father's house
To cheer the souls forlorn.
In that pure home of tearless joy
Earth's parted friends shall meet
With smiles of love that never fade
And blessedness complete.
There, there odious are sounds unknown,
Death frowns not on the scene,
But life and glorious beauty shines
Untroubled and serene.
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We can go up in the eyes of carnal professors while we are sinking lower in the *
eyes of the Lord. Pride exalts but the Lord
gives more grace to the humble. Some
seem to be proud of their talents and ability and think more of displaying them and
getting the approval of man, than of bringDANGERS
ing a God sent message to needy souls. Another is that of telling a lie to keep from
C. C. Brown
hurting some one's feelings; they round the
corners of the Gospel truth, holding back
The devil's biggest guns are his most plain Gospel truth for fear of stirring the
cunning arts. There is no question in devil. Pleasing carnal professors to get
the minds of the Lord's most spiritual mind- their good will and their money. Study
ed people that we are in the last days, and harder to word a fine talk, than praying
that the devil knoweth that his time is short. down a message to mind God, and awaken
His greatest skill is now being used to sinners. Danger of selfish ambitions, dohinder the work of the true saints of God. ing good and essential things with a selfish
To get a true man of God to fall into sin, purpose. Certainly we want to see the altar
and drift into his well set and beautiful filled with seekers but is the thought back
looking but deceitful trap is of more interest of it to get the name of being a great Evanto him than much of his well organized, sin- gelist, or is our first aim and motive to
chained and hell-bound crowd; for he has glorify God, do His will, and win souls to
the world in his clutches, and it is only the Him alone for His glory? The great need
comparatively few that are getting away is to be clothed with humility, and hid with
from him in these days.
Christ in God.—Sel.
His sly, skillful and cunning work is with
the saints, pushing them to one extreme
HOLINESS
and then the other. If he cannot down them
he will do all he can to hinder them in their
If you get mad, you have lost the blessspiritual life. One of the great dangers in
this age is false doctrines, and there are ing of holiness — if you ever had it.
many of them these days. Bible truth and Nothing can be clearer. You may be natudevilish poison mixed in with it, is a most rally quick tempered: that makes no differdangerous thing, and it is hard to get out ence. The very design of divine grace is to
of when once a soul gets into it. The angel correct what is wrong in our dispositions.
of light devil is now doing his great work If it does not do that, it does not do anyof deceiving the multitudes. False prophets thing for us. We are mistaken in supposand smooth tongue deceivers are in abun- ing we have it. We have taken up with a
dance in these days and they are dangerous. worthless imitation, offered to us on easier
The thing to do is to play safe and keep conditions than those we must meet in order
away from their meetings. Take I Thess. to obtain the genuine.
5:21 as a warning, "Prove all things
Charity beareth all things, endureth all
and hold fast to that which is good." things. If you have not, then, this grace
Prove sound doctrine by the Word of God, that keeps you from getting mad, your renot by great men's teachings, not by one ligion is of little worth. It will not take
verse of scripture, but by comparing scrip- you to heaven. No matter how high profesture with scripture, and when seven scrip- sions you make, or how well you talk, you
tures favor a thing and only one seems to are but "as sounding brass or a tinkling
be on the other side of the question, take cymbal." It is an awful thing to be desides with the seven and look to the Lord ceived.—Selected.
for light on the one. This is a dangerous
age for preachers. One great danger is to
NEGRO IMPROVEMENTS
gradually yield to the lowering of the Bible
standard of truth and call it wisdom, while
There are 12,000,000 Negroes in the
others go to the other extreme into fanatiUnited States, and the greatest improvecism.
ments in the race have come since the beThere is a middle ground of Bible truth, ginning of the World War. There are now
and to keep in this way, we must keep over 120 Negro institutions of higher learnclothed with humility. Wolves are contin- ing with 35,000 students of college grade,
ually sent in among the sheep with a sheep's 2,457 of collegiate professional grade, and
coat on to cause trouble, and scatter the twice the entire number studying college
sheep. Sad it is when a professed shepherd subjects. The first Negro collegiate graduate
comes in and then turns out to be a driver; in America was from Bowdoin College in
a boss with a rule or ruin spirit, and many 1826. The number of Negroes now holding
kind of a scheme is wrought to bring his academic and professional degrees is 32,478.
own will to pass. And the danger of win- About 63.8 per cent are men and 36.2 per
ning souls to your self instead of to Jesus cent are women. The largest numerical
the Christ. Making more of the wonderful group comes from parents neither of whom
evangelist or preacher than the great Re- could read. The bulk of these graduates
enter the professional field. Before 1880
deemer. The preacher seems to be the most most of these entered the ministry, since
instead of Christ being all and in all. A that, other learned professions. Nearly 200
greater desire to fill the altar and count have incomes of $5,000 or more; the medium
heads, than to prevail with God for real high school salary of teachers is $1,300.
heaven born souls. Seeking honor of men The call for Negro college graduates is
as a great sermonizer instead of the smiles more imperative than ever. There is one
of God as a humble and true servant of God. white physician to every 728 white people,
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but one Negro physician to every 3,125
Negroes. There is one white teacher for
every 110 white children, one Negro teacher
for every 218 of the Negro group.
—The United Presbyterian.
THE BLUMER INVESTIGATION
Dr. Herbert Blumer, of the University of
Chicago, aided by Philip M. Hauser, has recently completed an investigation of the effect of the movies upon character. Among
their interesting discoveries, which are
voluminously recounted, they report the following:
Fifty-five per cent of the boys being
dealt with because of truancy or other misbehavior indicated "that pictures dealing
with gangsters and gunplay stirred in them
desires for 'wanting to mak e a lot of
money'."
Twenty-five per cent of a sampling of 110
boys in a penal institution gave the movie
as the cause.
In pictures investigated thirty-two separate and important items of crime technique
were given.
Just remember that the movie is not only
the greatest promoter of crime but ever the
friend of liquor, the cigarette, and loose
morals, and, ever the enemy of the home,
the Church, and the Lord's Day.
—The Free Methodist.
A wealthy Mississippian recently wished
to will $250,000 each to Mississippi College
and Millsaps College, but was unable to do
so because of a provision in the state constitution prohibiting the willing of any
money or property to religious causes or institutions. Mississippi is the only state in
the union to have such a provision in its
constitution, and the people of the state propose to change the constitution at the general election in November.—The WatchmanExaminer.
I am not ashamed of the Gospel of Christ:
for it is the power of God unto Salvation to
every one that believeth. Rom. 1:16.

A WORD ABOUT THE NEW PRESS
FEEDER
It seems a bit out of place that we
should continue placing a large ad on
the back page of our paper and continue calling attention to the need of
our new Automatic Feeder. We believe we have given it quite sufficient
publicity, yet we know the time has
been short and some of you have not
been able, as yet to act. So far the
response has not been large. There
have been several fair sized donations
in all amounting to less than $500.00;
the majority of readers have so far
not responded. Please do not pass
this by without giving it some careful
and prayerful attention. We had
hoped to have this installation made
before the winter season. Could we
hear from you soon? Thank you.
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Henry Allen Stauffer
1850-1939
HP H E passing of Bro. Stauffer of Pasa•"• dena, Calif., reminds us that we are
ever passing from this earthly stage of
action. Bro. Stauffer in reality belongs
to another generation. He was numbered
with that early pioneer group who volunteered and ventured for God, and whose
accomplishments have come down to those
living in this present day, as a rich and
glorious heritage.
If I mistake not, it was Bro. Stauffer who.
when first the church was discussing and
considering the possibilities of sending missionaries into some foreign field, arose at
a Conference in Kansas, walked forward
and laid a five dollar bill on the table, to
form the nucleus of the first offering for
foreign missions. He has now gone on to
his reward, but the church in which he
found the Lord Jesus Christ, the church
that gave birth to a life of religious devotion and satisfaction, was the church of
his choice down to the day of his death.
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and now, twenty-five years later, we face
the same thing that the nations involved
faced at the beginning of the W o r l d W a r .
It is most regrettable, as some one has said,
that England and France have been going
along during the years committing a grave
error in fostering an altruistic idealism,
thinking that Hitler and the German people
would subscribe to a non-agression and nowar pact. It is now evident, however, that
the benign feeling and tolerant attitude of
these statesmen gave to Germany the advantage of rearmament. Here, in a few
short years, we have a nation which claimed to be utterly despoiled by the signing of
the Versailles Treaty, armed to the teeth
and ready to do battle with the world.
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students of the Bible do not think it will be
that long before the consummation of the
present age. Therefore, let every saint
be clad in the garments of salvation, and
know personally that they have been redeemed and washed in the Blood of our
Lord Jesus. In the coming days, it will take
more than just church membership to
stand the test which shall come to every
true follower of Christ. The night is far
spent, the day is at hand; therefore, let us
watch and be sober.

Our Task
I T H O U T doubt, if we are to have a
justifiable place for the ministry and
development of our fellowship to minister
to the world the fact of a simple, yet allsatisfying, Christ-centered Gospel, it will
mean that there must be a vitalizing of our
daily life, that the world may know that
we are really His disciples. Before we are
able to do this definitely there is a very
stupendous task ahead of us. W e must,
first of all, be able to lead every member
and every home in our brotherhood into
the place of a really sincere and co-operative devotional life. In other words, there
must be more time for communion, and
meditation and seeking after the will of
God.
It is frightfully easy for anyone to say
and not to do. Perhaps the minister himself yields to this temptation more than
any other person. Responsibilities, duties,
the pressure of a thousand and one things
crowd in upon him, and the first thing he
knows he has neglected the development
of the very product within himself that he
would like to dispense to others. Before
he realizes it, he actually ceases to function "If the salt has lost its savor, wherewith shall it be salted?" It is hardly enough
for us to answer and say, "I never pray
but I am always praying." Is not this too
dangerous a ground? Our Lord went aside
for deliberate and earnest fellowship and
consultation with His Father. Is it not
doubly important that we do as much today?

W e may rest assurred that if the conflict
is continued, the world will witness the
most horrible things it has ever yet been
called on to see. The atrocities in Poland
The children of the present age will do are frightful enough but they are nothing
well to follow in the footsteps of these early compared to what the world will witness
pioneers. It is doubtful if they will find if the wardogs are really unleashed. Surely
a better place on this side the pearly gates there should be some way to stop this awfor the development and outgrowth of
ful carnage and get men to settle their
their spiritual life, and an avenue through differences in another way. History has
which they may be enabled to do good and proved the fact that war has never settled
to really meet the high destiny that God anything. The only thing that it has ever
has planned for each one of them.
brought is a curse and a blight, and even
though the allies woud be victorious at the
present time, after all there will linger in
The Nation's Capitol
the hearts of men these international ha• V ^ W I T H O U T doubt there are more eyes treds which have always played a promin^ ^ directed toward' Washington, D . C at ent part in the conflicts of the European nathe present writing than have been for many tions. Without doubt, we are on the verge
months. It is the nation's center and with . of seeing civilization, as we know it now,
the present repeal of the Embargo Act un- being wiped out or set back so far that the
der consideration and being debated, it is world' will never be the same again. It is
perfectly natural for many eyes to be di- no wonder that many face the future with
rected that way. More news bearing the the utmost apprehension.
Washington headline goes out to the newsW e know there are certain prophecies
papers than from any other city in the
country. T h e Federal City now has a which foretell some of these great events
population of 600,000 people and is the which seem t o be coming to pass, one right
If there ever was a time when every home
Mecca of a never-ceasing stream of visi- after the other these days. There were
tors who come from every part of the na- many who failed to realize the signs that should be Christ-centered and the members
tion and almost every part of the world. foretold of the first advent of our of the family should be an inner circle to
Even the Jewish people provide a kindred fellowship of worship,
It is a city of rare beauty; it is the out- Lord Tesus.
growth of years and years of peacetime were mistaken and thought it could not be meditation upon the W o r d of God and to
possible that the Christ could come from throw about each one that mantle of protecefforts.
Nazareth. T h e church today should be tion wihich every schoolboy and every
At the present moment there is a great careful not to make the same mistake. schoolgirl needs and which fathers and
battle of words over the 'Neutrality Act and The coming again of our Lord Jesus, mothers themselves need, whether on the
one cannot help but feel a great appreciation blessed hope of the Church, is positively farm or in business, it is in this present day.
for such men as Borah, Tohnson, Wheeler the true incentive to the Christian to live a It is utterly impossible for a minister to
and others, who are bidding the American holy life. The moral conditions which ob- lead his congregation in worship on Sunpeople not to go on a jag of war profits, tained in the time of Lot and Noah are d r y morning, if the congregation has failbut to hold steady in this time of trouble, everywhere present. All that is needed is ed to worship during the week. Furtherand to stay aloof as much as possible from
just the removal of a bit of restraint and more, the worship that the minister leads
the conflict in Europe.
we will see the same thing coming to pass w'l] resolve itself largely into mere serving
Twenty-five years ago we heard the cry that came to pass at that time. W e see unless some time during the week,—yea,
that the United States was to enter the the foregleams of a new day, a decade can daily during the week, he himself has
(Continued on page 336)
war to "save the world for democracy,'' roll by in a hurry, and yet most devout
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What Is It To Win Souls?
Charles H.
O U L - W I N N I N G is not only the chief
business of the Christian minister but
the main pursuit of every true believer.
W e all should say with Peter, "I go afishing," and with Paul our aim should be,
"that I might by all means save some."
W e do not regard it to be soul-winning
to steal members out of churches already
established; our grand aim is the regeneration of natures. W e would bring men to
Christ and not to our own peculiar views
of Christianity. Our first care must be that
the sheep be gathered to the Great Shepherd.
In the next place we do not consider
soul-winning to be accomplished by hurriedly inscribing more names upon our
church roll in order to show a good increase at the end of the year. T o take
unconverted persons into the church is to
weaken and degrade it; and therefore an
apparent gain may be a real loss.
N o r is soul-winning merely to create excitement.
Excitement will accompany
every great movement. You can not very
well blast great rocks without the sound of
explosion, nor fight a battle and keep
everybody as quiet as a mouse. So when the
Spirit of God is abroad and men's minds
are stirred there must and will be certain
visible signs of movement, although these
must never be confounded with the movement itself. W e must not aim at sensation
and effect, but at spiritual results. It sometimes happens that converts born in times
of excitement die when the excitement is
over. And so our work for Christ .should
coniform to common sense and reason.
But now what is the real winning of
souls for God? So far as this is done by
instrumentality, what are the processes by
which a soul is led to God and to salvation? One of the main operations in this
consists of instructing a man to know the
truth of God. Instruction by the Gospel is
the commencement of all real work upon
men's minds.
W h e n we go into evangelistic services
we are not to leave out the doctrines of
the gospel but to proclaim the doctrines
of grace clearly, affectionately, simply and
plainly, and especially those truths w' '
have a present and practical bearing upon
men's condition and God's grace.
Perhaps some of you will reply, "But
still God has blessed half statements and
wild assertions." Be not quite so sure.
I venture to assert that God does not bless
falsehoods. He may bless the truth which
is mixed up with error, but much more of
blessing would have come if the preaching
would have been more in accordance with
His own W o r d .
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Spurgeon

T o try to win souls to Christ by keeping
them in ignorance of any truth is contrary
to the mind of the Spirit, and the endeavor
to save men by mere claptrap or excitement or oratorical display is as foolish as
to hope to hold an angel with bird-lime,
or lure a star with music. The best attraction is the gospel in its purity.
Again, to win a soul it is necessary not
only to instruct the hearer and make him
know the truth, but to impress him so that
he may feel it. A pure didactic ministry,
which should always appeal to the understanding and should leave the emotions
untouched, would certainly be a limping
ministry. "The legs of the lame are not
equal," says Solomon; and the unequal legs
of some ministries cripple them. W e have
seen such an one limping about with a
long doctrinal leg but a very short emotional leg. It is a horrible thing for a man to
be so doctrinal that he can speak coolly
of the doom of the wicked, so that he does
not actually praise God for it, it costs him
no anguish of heart to think of the ruin
of millions of our race. This is horrible.
I hate to hear the terrors of the Lord proclaimed by men whose hard visages, harsh
tones, and unfeeling spirits betray a sort of
doctrinal desication; all the milk of human
kindness is dried out of them. Having
no feeling himself such a preacher creates
none, and the people sit and listen while
he keeps to dry, lifeless statements, until
they come to value him for being "sound,"
and they themselves come to be sound, too;
and, I need not add, sound asleep also.
A sinner has a heart as well as a head;
a sinner has emotions as well as thoughts;
and w e must appeal to both. A sinner will
never be converted until his emotions are
stirred. Unless he feels sorrow for sin, and
unless he has some measure of joy in receiving the W o r d , you can not have much
hope of him. Religion without emotion
is religion without life.
Again, we must remember that souls can
not be saved unless the Holy Spirit work
regeneration in the objects of our love.
Men must be quickened into new life and
become new creatures in Christ Tesus.
They must be born again from above.
This might seem at first to put human instrumentality altogether out of the field; but
on returning to the Scriptures we find nothing to justify such an inference There Je
find the Lord to be all in all, but we find
no hint that the use of means must therefore be dispensed with. He works through
means, and the preaching of the W o r d
leads to faith in Jesus Christ, and together
with this faith there must also be unfeigned repentance of sin—a change of mind

with regard to everything, and this must
lead on to a real change of life; ifor if the
man does not live differently from what
he did before, both at home and abroad,
his repentance needs to be repented of
and his conversion is a fiction.

The Bishop's "Wisdom"
C E R T A I N British bishop, hearing a
young preacher in his first church, said
to the young man that his method of
preaching was not getting, results. The
bishop volunteered to preach a sermon
to show how it ought to be done. He took
as his text: "The fool hath said in his heart,
There is no God". W h e n he had finished,
a humble parishioner was asked by the
beaming bishop how he liked the sermon.
"It was very fine," said the parishioner,
"but somehow, in spite of all you said, I
still believe there do be a God." And the
bishop did no worse than many others—
trying to be impressive with big words
and only covering up their true meaning.

Photosensitization
C. R.

Heisey

word is what the veterinarians
T HsayI S bigwhen
they mean "sun-scald".
T h e trouble is caused by some plants eaten
by animals that make their skin sensitive
to light. Affected animals refuse to eat.
Their tongues swell and there is profuse
drolling of saliva. A horse may come in
stamping his foot which is swollen and
hot and exudes a yellow pus.
This malady often affects people who,
exposed to light refuse to walk in it. Of
course it is due to the diet they have been
indulging. By association with wrong
company, reading wrong literature, listening to wrong speakers, looking at wrong
pictures, they become very sensitive when
exposed to the light of Scripture. Such
persons refuse to eat the "diet of Deus."
T h e y avoid those tables where the bread
of life is served. It makes them sick. You
don't' notice it when they are in company
with those who "love darkness rather
than light." It is only when exposed to
the light of the W o r l d that symptoms develop and their sensitive skin begins to
scald.
Yes, their tongues swell—two ways. At
prayermeeting, if their feet aren't swollen
too much to get them there, they become
so thick-tongued that they are unable to
say anything unless it be a profuse drolling
of something used before by them or some
one else. At other places, if exposed to
light, their mouths fill with "great swelling
words". And they may even stamp their
feet vehemently at times when the Light begins to irritate their sensitive skin. T h e
veterinarians say that the signs of skin
disorder of this kind call for a careful
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check-up on pasture plants and weeds.
A good idea for all of us. If exposure
to the Light of the World, the Sun of
Righteousness, irritates and develops symptoms of photosensitization instead of healing, if we begin to scald, get inflamed and
our tongues swell, and we feel like stamping our feet, even though we don't do it,
under the Light from Heaven, in whose
rays others rest peacefully and bask serenely, w e are in a bad w a y and something ought to be done about it immediately. Check up on the pasture fields in
which we have been roaming, the brooks
and books by which we have been browsing. It's a bad disease but if taken in time,
serious tragedy may be averted. Don't call
the veterinarian, he that dealeth only in
earthly stuff. Do call upon the "vitalarian"—He who dealeth in eternal verities
and soul stuff. He carries the Balm of
Gilead with healing for the sickest soul.

a-
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The Christian Ministry—A Call to Sacrifice
P R A C T I C A L T A L K — N O . SIX
0..

Nlllillllllllll'l'l"11111'

talk in the last issue of
T HtheE practical
Visitor urged that all Christians

should regard their day by day work as a
calling. It was further advocated that a
calling was more than a job. A calling
has motives and ideals which concentrate
everything in the direction of winning the
world 'for Christianity.
Included in the Christian ministry as a
calling is the Sunday school worker, the
preacher, the evangelist, the Christian educator, the bishop, the home and foreign
missionary, etc. T h e Christian ministry is
a great calling, and with its low financial
return, it is a great call to sacrifice. Considered from the standpoint oif making
cold cash out of it, the Gospel ministry
is without charms. He who turns ChrisThe Presence of God
tian worker to earn a living or to make a
business of it is sure to be disappointed,
A T. Pier son
but he who joins the corps of Christian
H P H E sense of the Divine Presence, workers to live a dynamic life for God
*• which reveals sin, also prevents it. scores well.
There is no investment of life that counts
W h e n Joseph was in the crisis of awful
temptation his answer to the siren voice more for God's glory and man's good than
of the tempter was an obvious sign of his the Christian ministry as a calling. There
habit of thinking of God. He had evident- is no other calling that offers so much oply learned that great truth, "Thou, God, portunity for high and unselfish service,
seest me!" He practiced the Presence of none that demands as much sacrifice and
God, and it was natural to say with him- yields such an abundant spiritual reward.
self, " H o w can I do this great thing and
The gospel minister appeals to the spiritsin against God?" W h a t a security in ual in human life. Man is essentially and
the hour of temptation, however sudden, vitally a spirit. Man's deepest moods are
overwhelming, and otherwise irresistible, is religious. Consequently, the preacher inthe thought, the conviction, the conscious- fluences man not merely as a social unit
ness, "Thou, God, seest me. I can go no- —as a being possessing a reputation, seekwhere without T h y Presence. The wings ing fame, possessing tastes, swept by
of the morning are not swift enough, nor mood's, or holding views. H e deals with
the utttermost parts of the earth far the inner man, the personal spiritual self.
enough, to remove me from Thine eye
T h e preacher has a line of values that
and Thine hand." Such are the profound are distinctly eternal. H e is the champion
meditations of that Psalm of the Presence who offers universal salvation. This salof God—the 139th—which cannot be sur- vation which saves to the uttermost puts
passed for poetry or piety. How natural fallen character on its feet. T h e preacher
and easy, when one feels God near, search- handles the dynamic current and power
ing the inmost depths of being with om- which changes character from sin to rightniscient glance; so near that He can never eousness. T h e minister has a remedy and
be afar off, but by omnipresent companion- cure for sin. It is something to cure the
ship is with us because in us, everywhere; body, to fight tuberculosis and cancer and
and with omnipotent energy creating, up- smallpox, but it is greater to fight sin, to be
holding, strengthening—how . easy and na- a doctor to the soul. It is sublime to save
tural to do what pleases God, and say of
a soul from death.
seductive allurements of evil, " M y heart is
"The preacher has the message that will
fixed." It is only when a saint loses the
transform society, that will cure social ills,
sense of God's Presence that voluntary
that will settle disputes between capital and
sin can be possible.
labor, that will end war and heal race
hatred, and abolish national suspicions and
In the secret place of prayer and com- antagonisms and make men brothers."
munion w e move from man's despair to W o r l d upheavals, national and internationGod's promise, from man's bankruptcy to al blowouts are not the despair of the
God's initiative, from Earth's failure to the minister. These merely open the door to
his task. T h e y create a larger field and a
Divine victory.—Selected.

Henry
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greater market for him. H e has the remedy
and the only panacea for a sick world.
If the international disputes and problems
are ever to be solved, they must be solved
through the adoption of the Christian principles of goodwill and love to others by
the individuals of the nations, especially the
leaders of the nations. T h e Christfein
church must devise some plan to convince
national leaders that war never brings
a permanent solution to any problem, but
permanent solutions come only by faithful
observance and practicing of the principles
of Christ.
It is readily seen by the above, that
the Christian ministry holds the key to a
satisfactory future. T h e Gospel ministry
backed by the power of God, must put this
into effect by stupendous effort and much
sacrifice. T h e ministry of the church has
harnessed its ability to the greatest calling
on earth and is obliged to move the world
uphill for God regardless of the sacrifice.
Young men of the church-at-large, God
asks you to consider this form of life investment. He wants to muster you into
His service to carry the gospel to a suffering humanity. It takes young men of
strength who dare to respond to a call to
sacrifice. Here is your opportunity to live
a world life. Without Christianity, civilization and the world are on the rocks.
Enlist now in the Christian ministry, and
accept the call to sacrifice.

A Fable
L O U D , noisy and particularly objectionable skunk, obsessed by its own
prominence and the attention paid to it,
challenged a Hon to single combat.
T h e challenge was promptly and emphatically declined by the lion.
"Huh!" sneered the skunk, "you're afraid
to fight me!"
" N o , " answered the lion, coolly, "but
why should I fight you? You would gain
fame from fighting me, even though I gave
you the worst licking of your life, as I
would do. H o w about me, though? I
couldn't possibly gain anything by defeating you, while on the other hand, every
one who met me for a month would know
I had been in the company of a skunk."
Moral: Be very particular about the kind
of company you keep.—The
Walk-Over
Man.
A knowledge of the eternal purpose of'
God as we find it in the Bible will deliver
us from biased conceptions and faulty conclusions.—H. A. Ironside.
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Elder and Mrs. Charles F . Eshelman, Elder
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Macha Mission: Elder and Mrs. Elmer Eyer, a...
Miss Anna R. Engle, Miss Verda Moyer,
Macha Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia, So. Africa.
Sikalongo Mission: Elder and Mrs. R. H. Mann,
Miss Mary Kreider, Sikalongo Mission,
Choma, N. Rhodesia, So. Africa.
i
Wanezi Mission: Elder and Mrs. J. Paul Id
George, Wanezi Mission, Filabusi, So. Rhodesia, So. Africa.
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India
General Superintendent: Bishop and Mrs. A. D.
M. Dick, Saharsa, B. N. W. Ry., Dist. Bhagalpur, India.
Saharsa: Miss Anna M. Steckley, Miss Esther
Buckwalter, Miss Leora Toder, Miss Ella
Gayman, Saharsa, B. N. W. Ry., Dist. Bhagalpur, India.
Supaul: Elder and Mrs. George Paulus, Miss
M. Effle Rohrer, Supaul, B. N. W. Ry., Dist.
Bhagalpur, India.
Dauram: Eld. and Mrs. Charles Engle, Dauram,
Madhipura, B. N. W. Ry., India.
MISSIONARIES ON FURLOUGH
Elder and Mrs. Cecil I. Cullen, Gormley, Ont.
Mrs. Bailie K. Doner, Campbelltown, Pa.
Miss Anna M. Eyster, 637 Third Ave..
Upland, California.
Mrs. Naomi Lady, 637 Dale View Ave., Dayton, Ohio, c. o. H. H. Mann.
Bro. and Sr. C. A. Winger, Upland, Calif.
HOME MISSIONS
City Missions
Altoona Mission, 613 Fourth Ave., Altoona, Pa.,
Herman G. and Laura Miller.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley St., Buffalo. N. Y..
juarl C. and Myrtle Bossert.
Chicago Mission, 6039 Halsted St., Chicago,
Hi., Saran Bert, Supt., C. J. Carlson, Pastor
and Asst. Supt., Avas Carlson, Harriet
Gough, Alice K. Albright, Rosa Eyster.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., Dayton, Ohio,
VV. H. and Susie Boyer, Eva Dick, Angeline
Cox.
"God's Love Mission," 1524 Third Ave., Detroit,
Mich., William and Willa Lewis, J a n n a
Goins, Ida Eckman.
Home Address: 3953 Wabash.
Messiah Light House Chapel, 1175 Bailey St.,
Harrisburg, Pa., John L. Minter, Pastor,
Naomi Wolgemuth Anna Wolgemuth.
Philadelphia Mission, 3123 N. 2nd St., Philadelphia, Pa., Jesse and Esther Hoover, Emma
Crider.
San Francisco Mission, 311 Scott St., San
Francisco, Calif., Walter and Sadie Reighard.
Grace Plum, Ruth Bowers.
Welland Mission, 36 Elizabeth Street, Welland. Ont., Edward and Emma Gilmore.
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Love Feasts

Canada
Wainfieet, meet a t 2:00 p. m„ Oct. 14, 15.
liowick, meet at 2:00 p. m., Oct. 14, 15.
Vv'aterloo, meet at 2:00 p. m., Oct. 21, 22.
Boyle, meet at 2:00 p. m., Oct. 21, 22.
Ohio
Beulah Chapel, Springfield, O October 28, 29
beginning a t 10:30 Saturday. An ordination
service to the ministry will be held in the
Sunday morning service.
Pleasant Hill
Oct. 21, 22
Springfield
Oct. 28, 29
Chestnut Grove
Nov. 4, 5
Pennsylvania
Gratersford, Pa
November 4, 5
Michigan
Merrill
_
Oct. 21, 22
Gladwin—Mt. Carmel
Nov. 4, 5
Carland
Nov. 18, 19
The Gladwin love feast will be preceded by
.the District Council and a Bible Conference on
Friday and Saturday forenoon, Nov. 3, 4.
—G. G. Lyons.

Evangelistic Slate
O. B. ULERY, 1325 Maiden Lane, Springfield, O.
Hillsville, Va., October 10-15.
Duntroon Ont., October 31 to November 19.

Communion Services
A Communion Service will be held at the
Fairland Church, Sunday evening, October 15.
There will be a Communion Service at the
Philadelphia Mission on Saturday evening,
November 4th.
The Fall Communion of North Franklin District will be held Oct. 21, 1939 a t 6:00 o'clock
at the Mt. Rock Church. Ministers and all who
can are invited to attend.
Daniel H. Burkholder, Cor.
A communion service will be held at the
Woodbury Church, Morrison Cove District, October 22.
On Sunday evening, October 15th a communion service will be held in the Brethren in
Christ Church, Elizabethtown, Pa. An invitation is extended to all to attend this service.
—Mary Brosey, Cor.

Rural Missions
Canoe Creek Mission, Hollidaysburg, Pa., R. 2,
Elwood C. and Ethel Flewelling.
Gladwin, Michigan:
Mt. Carmel, Charles and Myrtle Nye.
Oak Grove, Melvin Staufter.
Houghton Mission, Tillsonburg, Ont., Can., R. 1,
Cecil I. and Janie Cullen, ldellus Sider.
Kentucky, Albert H. Engle, Supt.
Fainrtew, Ella, Ky., Hershey and Dalta
Gramm, Sara Brubaker.
Garlin, Albert and Marjorie Engle, Imogene
Snider, Ruth Freisen.
Home Evangel, Kniftey, Ky., Harold and
Alice Wolgemuth.
North Star Mission, Meath Park Station,
Sask., Can., Albert and Geneva Cober, Martha Sentz, Ruth McWilliams.
Stowe Mission, Stowe, Pa., John A and Emrna
L. Climenhaga, Anna Mae Stauffer.
Valley Chapel, Ohio, Henry P. Heisey, Louisville, Ohio, R. R.
2.
Institutions

REVIVAL SERVICES AT ZION MISSION
Revival Services will start at Zion Mission,
Center Street, Chambersburg, Pa., of North
Franklin District on October 22, 1939. Bish.
Ray Witter of Navarre, Kansas, the evangelist.
We invite all who can to come and enjoy these
services with us.
Daniel H. Burkholder, Cor.

Messiah Home, 2001 Paxton Street, Harrisburg, Pa.: Eld. and Sr. Graybill Wolgemuth,
Steward and Matron.
Messiah Orphanage, Florin, Pa., Bro. Robert
B. Resconsin, Steward, and Sr. Dorothy
Resconsin, Matron.
Mt. Carmel Orphanage, Morrison, Illinois,
Roy W. Zook, Supt.; Mrs. Roy W. Zook,
Matron; Miss Docia Calhoun, Miss Ella Gish.
Beulah College, Upland, California.
Jabbok Bible School, Thomas, Oklahoma.
Messiah Bible College, Grantham, Pa.
Ontario Bible School, Fort Erie, Ont.

Harvest Meeting and Communion Services with an all day meeting on Sunday to
be held, D. V., at the Stowe Mission, Saturday afternoon and evening, October 14 and
Sunday, October 15. Everyone welcome.
Come thou with us and we will try to do
thee good cognizant that you will do us
much good. Your presence will be greatly
appreciated. Saturday's meeting to commence at 2:00 p. m. and the Sunday meeting
at 10:00 a. m.

HYMN SING
On Sunday afternoon, October 22nd, from
2:00 to 4:00 o'clock the Fourth Annual Hymn
Sing will be held in the Brethren in Christ
Church, Elizabethtown, Pa. A full program
has been prepared, with a variety of songs and
hymns, that surely will be inspiring to all who
can attend. The Sunday forenoon service is
to be freighted also with an atmosphere of
special singing and a message on "song." The
public is cordially invited to attend this day
of music.
—Mary Brosey, Cor.

HARVEST MEETING AND COMMUNION
SERVICES
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NEWS OF CHURCH ACTIVITY
TO ALL INTERESTED IN THE
BENEFICIARY WORK:
The Beneficiary Board is faced with an
immediate crisis in its finances. Our present
balance has dwindled to the zero point. We
will need approximately $300.00 for October
allowances, and the same for each succeeding month with only a balance of about
$25.00 to apply against these most urgent
needs.
For your information the funds are used
for the support of retired missionaries, ministers or their widows, orphanage workers,
and incapacitated members unable to earn a
livelihood. The funds are exhausted and we
will be unable to carry on without substantial support of the Brotherhood at large.
Are we going to fail these worthy members
at this time when the Bible commands us to
remember those less fortunate than ourselves ?
We as members should feel a direct responsibility as co-stewards in the House of
God to help materially at this time of great
need. Personal offerings may be sent direct
to the treasurer. We strongly urge all local
districts to consider this appeal and respond
at once.
Carl J. Ulery, Treas.
AT BEULAH COLLEGE
Beulah College began its twentieth year
as an educational institution of the Brethren in Christ Church, Wednesday morning,
September 13, when the initial chapel service of the year was held. The college chapel
was filled with students, alumni, and friends
who were united in the desire that this year
would be the best yet for the school, both in
a spiritual and an intellectual way.
Bishop J. H. Wagaman was the speaker
for the service, using as his subject, "Life's
Supreme Lesson." He used as his text
Genesis 3:3 and pointed out three lessons
which all must learn in addition to their
regular academic pursuits. The first is the
lesson "to be" or to attain, the second is "to
do" or to achieve, and the third is "to do
without" or to learn to practice self-denial.
Bishop Wagaman brought out how the first
two lessons may be proper only after diligent application of the third.
Recognition was given in the service to
those who had attended every opening
chapel service at Beulah College since the
beginning of the school. Those recognized
were Mrs. Benjamin Engle, Sophia Lako and
Miss Helen Gish, an instructor in the school.
Special musical numbers were presented
by a trio composed of Mr. and Mrs. Allen
Buckwalter and Joe Smith and by Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Niesley who sang a duet
number. Rev. Arthur Climenhaga, acting
president of Beulah College this year, presided at the service.
* * *
Approximately 82 students are enrolled in
Beulah College this semester, Miss Alma B.
Gassel, dean and registrar, has announced.
Although the figure is slightly lower than
for the same period last year, an expected
increase in enrollment at the start of the
second semester will probably raise the figure to near the 1938-39 mark.

More than half of the members of the student body, 44 to be exact, are from California. Kansas ranks second in representation with 10 students while the remainder
of the students are divided as follows: Ohio,
5; Pennsylvania, 4; Oklahoma, 3; Iowa, 3;
Illinois, Z; and Oregon, 1. Three students
are from India, two from Canada and one
from Japan.
The academy senior class, with 19 members, is the largest in the school while the
academy junior group, with 17 members,
ranks second. Ten students form the first
college senior class in the history of the
school. In previous years, only three years
of college work had been offered.
* * *
The initial Gospel Train trip of the school
year was made Sunday evening, September
17, to Volunteers' Mission, Post No. 2, in
Los Angeles. Although regular trips had
been made during the summer, this was the
first since school began. Two carloads of
students and teachers made the trip. Before leaving the college, the Gospel Team
group always meets in a short prayer service, asking God's blessing on their efforts.
Both a street and a mission service were
held Sunday night. Several hands were
raised for prayer at the close of the street
The noon-day Prayer Circle, where students and faculty come together for a quiet
talk with God, was started Monday, September 18. The Prayer Circle is held from
12:35 to 1 o'clock each Monday, Wednesday
and Friday noon. It is always well attended
and is one of the highlights of the school's
spiritual program.
* * *
One addition has been made to the Beulah
College faculty for this year. Miss Miriam
Bowers has been secured as an instructor in
the English department. Miss Bowers received her A. >B. degree from LaVerne College and her M. A. degree inpectore from
Claremont College. The only change in administration involves the presidency. Arthur
M. Climenhaga is acting-president during
H. G. Brubaker's leave of absence from the
presidency only. Dr. Brubaker is teaching
at Beulah while taking his graduate work
towards a Ph. D. degree at Claremont Colleges.
VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL NEAR
FREEPORT MILLS.
During the month of July, a Vacation Bible School was conducted at the home of Sr.
Alice Light, near Freeport Mills. Eld. Harvey Light had charge of the work, and with
the help of four other teachers, the school
proved to be quite a success. The children
were divided into four classes; the total enrollment was 117 and the average attendance a little more than 88. At the close of
the two weeks of school, an interesting program was rendered by the children. May
God bless the effort that has been put forth.
Saturday afternoon, Aug. 19, we were
happy to have Bish. Jacob Ginder and Eld.
Henry Ginder with us in our Harvest Praise
Service.
The text used was Psa. 116:12
and 13. As the brethren spoke to us we
were made to see the goodness of the Lord,
and also that we should be more thankful
for the blessings which we enjoy.
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Eld. Jesse Lady and the Grantham Ladies'
Quartet rendered a program in the interest
of Messiah Bible College, Tuesday evening,
Aug. 28. The service was very much enjoyed, and we pray God's blessing upon the
work of the school.
In our Sunday morning service, Sept. 3,
we were privileged to have 'Bro. Leroy Walters with us, and we appreciated the timely
message that was given. May the Lord use
Bro. and Sr. Walters for His glory and to
the salvation of many precious souls as they
enter their new field of service.
On the evening of Sept. 10, the Young
People's Society of Lancaster rendered a
very interesting program. The theme of
the evening was "Godly Singing." We enj o y e d the talks and musical numbers, as well
as the message by Eld. John Martin. Our
hearts were blessed as we worshipped the
Lord together.
•—Cor.
LANCASTER, PA., HAS DAILY
VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL
The Daily Vacation Bible School was held
at Lancaster from July 31st to August 11th,
with a total of one hundred and thirty children enrolled. The interest of the children was good throughout. An invitation
was given for the children to accept
Christ and we were happy to see fourteen kneel at an altar of prayer. The school
closed with a program rendered the last Friday evening which was well attended by
the parents. Pray for these boys and girls
that they may continue to follow the Lord
and be channels to lead others to Him.
On the night of Aug. 20th the Friendship
Band, a group of young people from the districts surrounding Lancaster, rendered a
program at the Lancaster Church. This program was composed of special singing, a
reading, and testimonies from members of
the Band. The topic was "Making Choices"
and Rev. Cyrus D. Lutz delivered a message
in the same thought. May the Lord bless
those who made this service possible and
may those who listened have heard something that will benefit and help them
through life.
Sunday evening, Sept. 10th, a group from
the Lancaster Young People's Society presented a program at the Fairland 'Brethren
in Christ Church. Our chairman, Sr. Rena
Burkholder was in charge. A musical program was .rendered with a number of special selections of music and topics. On October 14th our group expects to render a
program at Water Street Rescue Mission in
Lancaster City.
Our Harvest Home Service was held at
the Lancaster Church, Sunday evening, Sept.
17th. A number of provisions were brought
together and arranged at the front of the
church which helped to impress in our minds
the manifold blessings of God. These donations were later distributed. We are longing that our religious services and other
contacts may be used of God to the salvation
of many souls.
—Ruth Martin, Cor.
BOYLE TENT MEETING
Dear Visitor Readers:
A three week's tent meeting was held
near Wellandport, Ont., with Bish. Henry
Schneider from Michigan as evangelist for
the first thirteen days. He came filled with
the mighty power of God, and we were glad
for his heart-searching, deep, spiritual messages; as it was necessary for him to leave
for home, Bro. Earl Sider from Cheapside
took one Saturday evening service after
which Bro. John Hostetter of Clarence Cen-
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ter took the remaining week of services. We
are certainly thankful for these brethren
who uphold the Blood-stained banner of the
Cross; and for the deep messages each
night.
Two days of fasting and prayer were observed, when the Lord met with us in a special way. In all some thirty souls knelt
at the altar of prayer, some to be saved,
others sanctified, and some for a deeper experience. We are thankful for those who
are taking the way with Him. One precious
father and mother who had never been
saved, we are glad to say, are obeying the
Lord; we appreciate too the children who
have been saved. The spirit of conviction
was faithful; while there were many who did
not yield, we continue to pray that these
messages may be preached and repreached
again in their hearts.
We were glad to have for tent workers
Bro. George French of Springvale and the
Henderson Sisters from Markham, who
brought us the Gospel Message in song
nearly every night.
We appreciate the Wainfleet brethren
coming so faithfully each night to worship
with us.
Meetings were well attended by the people of this community. On Sunday evening
the tent was filled to capacity and many
stood outside. We are glad for the interest
that was shown, as many came who do not
attend any services. We are glad for the
opportunity of giving the Gospel message
once more in this needy community.
May the Lord continue to bless His work
in this part of His vineyard.
—D. Traver, Cor.
SIDE GLANCES FROM STOWE MISSION
The revival did not cease with the pulling
down of the tent on September 4. The cottage prayer meeting in the home of the mission workers on Tuesday night following the
close of the tent meeting could be well
named "A Solidifying Meeting" for it was
there that we got closer together than we
could in the large tent and the spirit of the
meeting was somewhat like the meeting in the upper room. Older members
told of the warmth of the Holy Spirit and
converts told of their new found joy. It was
good to be there.
Also the mid-week prayer meeting on the
Thursday night following, will long be remembered. The Spirit's presence was felt
in a special way and back slidden souls, who
had often requested prayer by an uplifted
hand in the tent, found their way to an altar
of prayer. Our steward Brother Jacob Sherman said "Hallelujah our revival is still going on." The attendance of some of our
dear brethren and sisters from the Souderton congregation at this meeting was greatly appreciated. After the pastor had opened
the meeting and had given some pointed
advice to the converts Rev. Fred 'Bowers of
Souderton was asked to lead in a testimony
meeting. It was during the testimony meeting that Lily Harvey went to the altar. She
was followed by her husband Gilbert Harvey. These two young people have been
members of the Church but for three years
were living away from God. We thank God
for their return. The meeting was declared
. closed but a girl who for years has desired
to follow the Lord and unite with the
Church but who was hindered by relative
conditions, got down upon her knees to pray.
Thank God she got the victory. She still
has some hard things through which to pass
but through God's grace we know that she
can triumph. Will our dear Visitor readers
join in praying especially for Evelyn Seyler,
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also for all the others who need our sympathy and guidance.
On Sunday, Sept. 17 we had a baptismal'
service following the reception service.
Eight boys or young men and eight girls or
young women were received into church fellowship. Brother Abner Martin, the Home
Mission Board representative for this area,
had charge of the reception service and he
with the pastor of the Mission did the baptizing. Brother and Sister Harvey and Sister Harvey's mother also made a statement
of their desire to be members of good standing in the Church and were extended a cordial welcome to work together with us.
While we are happy because of those who
went through with the Lord we try to sympathize with those who were convicted and
did not go through. One person quit coming
to the services because mention was made
that Christians should not go to beauty parlors to get fixed up, but come to the altar.
Another lady was offended because her child
(sad to say illegitimate) was not given a
prominent place on the children's program.
A third lady was offended as the result of
the straight preaching on the sin of adultery.
However the hearing of her sin brought conviction and while she remained away for a
little while she came back and admitted her
guilt. Following was the result.
Last Monday night an elderly gentleman
named. Mr. Lee and an elderly lady named
Mrs. Moyer, a widower and widow of long
standing and who have been living together
in one house for years, and who most of the
people of Stowe thought were married, were
united in holy wedlock in the mission parsonage by the pastor. May God bless these
two old people who have both reached the
allotted age of man. Others who are living
as they lived ought to follow them and be
legally married. The sad part of it is that
so many cannot because former companions
are still living.
We crave an interest in the prayers of
one and all. The Lord is working and the
devil is busy. May truth and righteousness
triumph is our prayer.—J. A. C.
REPORT OF HOUGHTON MISSION
For July, August and September, 1939
General
Once more we are approaching another
Fall and Winter, and we are indeed thankful
to our Heavenly Father for His abundant
mercies toward us. Our temporal needs
have been well supplied.
During the past quarter our work here
has been going along in a very ordinary sort
of way.
Our summer tent meeting with Bish. D.
R. Eyster was a source of real blessing to us
all. We also appreciated the missionary
services given us by Bro. and Sr. Allen
Buckwalter, outgoing missionaries to India,
and Bro. Cullen, missionary home on furlough from Africa. At our fall love feast
this week-end we plan to receive one young
man and two boys into church fellowship.
Because of a change of plans on the part
of Bro. and Sr. Cecil Cullen, we are now remaining at Houghton Mission for the year.
We would solicit an interest in the prayers
of all Visitor readers that the blessing of
God might accompany the efforts put forth
here. In view of the troubled world conditions, it behooves us all to "work while 'tis
day, for night cometh when no man can
work."

Financial Report
Receipts
Bro. and Sr. Frank Tucker
Bro. and Sr. Girven Sider
Bro. and Sr. Ben Vanatter
Wainfleet Sunday School
Bro. and Sr. Alex Chapman
Maimee Moore

$ 2.00
2.00
5.50
31.69
16.35
1.00

October 9, 1939
Bro. and Sr. Edward Nigh
Mabel Sider
_
_
A friend
_
A friend
Buffalo Mission Sunday School
Arthur Pye
Bro. and Sr. Vernon Pye
A friend
Guysboro S. S
Houghton Center Offering
Frogmore Hall Offering

2.00
10.00
1.00
3.00
15.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
3.13
13.07
17.95

Total Receipts Oct. 1, '39
$129-69
Expenditures
Gasoline and oil
$25.15
New Battery
9.00
Hydro Bill
6.81
New Tire and Tube
7.36
Repair
_
2.95
Groceries
18.10
Bread
,
7.00
Miscellaneous
45
Total expenditures
$76.82
Plus deficit from last quarter
$40.21
Total expenditures Oct. 1, '39
$117.03
Bal. on hand Oct. 1, '39
$ 12.66
We also wish to acknowledge a liberal donation of groceries and a new tire and tube
from a local friend; clothing from Buffalo;
clothing from Sr. Howard Fretz; canned fruit
from Sr. Fred Climenhaga; a box of dishes
from Sr. Web. Burtch; dishes from a Buffalo
friend, and other donations from local folks.

Yours in Jesus' name,
Edward and Emma Gilmore,
and Melius Sider.
REPORT O F TENT SERVICES HELD AT
NORTH LAWRENCE, OHIO
The brethren of the Wayne Co. District
of Ohio, held a tent service at North Lawrence a few miles from the Sippo Valley
Church during the month of August which
continued for two weeks and a half with
Bro. Henry Heisey as the evangelist. Bro.
Heisey brought stirring messages each evening and the meetings were well attended
and much appreciated both by the church
and the people of the town. A number were
at the altar, a few of our own number who
got help and a few others, one of which was
a man of seventy years of age who had
never been at any of our services before.
The seed has been sown and we are sure
that eternity will reveal that it was well
worth while the effort.
REPORT OF ROXBURY HOLINESS
CAMP MEETING
We are glad to report to our "Visitor"
readers and friends that the Lord's presence
was gloriously manifested in our midst during the August camp. The ministry and
teaching of the Word of God under Bros.
D. R. Eyster, O. B. Ulery, E. J. Swalm and
others, was inspiring and very much appreciated by the saints, also convincing to
the unsaved. Many shouts of victory went
up to the Lord from the camp as sinners
were saved and believers were sanctified. On
Friday afternoon there was a healing service. As the Brethren anointed and prayed
for those who came to the altar of prayer,
the Lord heard and answered in a gracious
way. We trust that our faith may continue
to grow in the Lord along this line.
God wonderfully supplied our needs in a
financial way as well as spiritually, for
which we praise His Holy Name. We also
want to express our appreciation to all those
who gave of their time and means to make
this meeting a success.
We trust that the camp will continue to
be used of God to the salvation of souls and
the furtherance of His kingdom.
Ask God now to open your way to take
this camp meeting in next August.
Humbly submitted,
The Committee.
"We know that all things work together
for good to them that love God." Rom. 8:28.
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suffering, and had hope of recovery until the
At this time
tne Lord, and
expressed her desire to go to be with Him.
u u n n g F e m e s illness of a little over a year,
she enjoyed receiving many letters, cards,
uovvers, and tokens oi love and friendship m
many ways from her friends, also many were
tne prayers which ascended to the Lord in benalf of her recovery.
Funeral services were held from the home
and the Bethel Churcn, Bishops M. li. Engle
and R. I. Witter in charge. Burial in adjoining
cemetery.

last
few weeks of her illness.
*> * *> M A R R I A G E S ^ * she
* spoke
much of the things of
FETSRS-PAINTEB,—Bro. Nelson S. Peters
of Manheim, and Sr. Annabelle M. Painter of
Palmyra, Pa., were united in the bonds of holy
matrimony on Saturday, Sept. 16, a t 4:00 p. m.,
by Bishop Henry K. Kreider at his home in
Uampbelltown. Their many friends wish to
them a long and happy voyage over the matrimonial sea.
M S H - M E L i m & E E - O n Saturday, Sept. 16,
at 2:00 p. m. Bro. Victor L. Gish, son of Sr.
Sadie Snyder of Florin, Pa., and Sr. Mary C.
Mellinger, daughter of Bro. and Sr. Henry M.
Mellinger of Mount Joy, Pa., were united in
marriage at the home of the bride's parents.
The ceremony was performed by Rev. Henry
N. Hostetter of Washington Boro. May the
blessing of God attend this couple through
life.
CARVER-SYXES — On Wednesday, August
16, 1939, there occurred the marriage of Ross,
son of Bro. Kelly and Sr. Mildred Carver of
Welland Ont., and Annie, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Sydney Sykes of Thorold, Ont. The ceremony was performed at the Welland Mission
by Eld. Jesse Winger of Ridgeway, Ont., great
uncle of the groom. We wish them the blessing of God.

**« O B I T U A R I E S <***
BEAIflEBS—Mrs. Adam Beamers, formerly
Mary Jane Lane was born November 16, 1878
and died September 16, 1939 at the age of 60
years, 10 months. She leaves to mourn their
loss her husband, Bro. Adam Beamer; one son,
Clarence at home; two daughters, Sadie, wife
of Eric Quirk, missionaries in India; Mrs. Robert McPherson of near Wellandport, Ont.; six
grandchildren; one brother J. M. Lane and
many relatives and friends.
Bro. and Sr. Beamer received definite spiritual help in the first tent meeting held at
Boyle about 17 years ago. A few months later
they united with the Brethren in Christ
Church. They were elected as deacon, and
while Sr. Beamer has been unable to serve the
past few years because of several light strokes,
yet Bro. Beamer is active and still able to fill
his place well.
Funeral services were held at the home then
to the Boyle Church with burial in the Fouthill
Cemetery on Monday, September 18, conducted
by Bish. L. Shoalts and Bish. Bert Sherk, assisted by Eld. Marshall Winger and Bish. J.
Lyons. Text: Hebrews 9:27, 28.
GELSINGEB—Ida Kreider Gelsinger, wife
of Isaac Gelsinger was born Nov. 14, 1872;
died Sept. 21, 1939, aged 66 years, 10 months
and 7 days. Should she have lived until Dec.
24 of this year she and her husband would
have spent together 50 years of wedded life.
To this union were born nine children, eight
of whom are living. Sister Gelsinger is also
survived by 34 grandchildren and 5 greatgrandchildren.
The funeral was held from the Shulenberger
Funeral Parlors in Carlisle, Pennsylvania, Rev.
R. H. Wenger, Rev. Jesse Myers and Rev. Roy
Asper officiating.
Burial in West Minster
cemetery.
HOOVER—Feme Marie Hoover, daughter of
Avery T. and Anna M. Hoover, was born in
the Zion neighborhood north of Abilene, Kails.,
September 3, 1915. She departed this life at
her home north of Detroit, Kans., September
23, 1939 at the age of 24 years and 20 days.
She leaves to mourn their loss her father
and mother, and four brothers: Evan. L., Alvin
A., and Ira J. of Detroit, Kans. and Kenneth B.
of Thomas Okla.; also her fiance H. Hartman
Landis, of Des Moines, Iowa, and one niece
Marilyn Ruth Hoover and one nephew Edgar
Lee Hoover, both of Detroit, Kans. She was
preceded in death by one brother Marvin J.
who died in infancy, she is also survived by
three grandparents and a host of other relatives and friends.
She was converted at the age of 5 years, and
later at the age of 9 years, she was baptized
and united with the Brethren in Christ Church.
When she was 20 she consecrated her life to
the Lord "while working in Philadelphia, Pa.
Her high school work was taken at Dickinson Community High School. Later she spent
two years at Mess'iah Bible College, Grantham,
Pa. During her school da.ys she devoted considerable time to music,' in which realm she
was never more delighted than when she was
singing the Gospel.
Those who knew her spoke of her as one who
carried a smile and was ready to give a word
of cheer. Her family spoke of her as one who
was ready with a helping hand.
Her spirit of submission to God's will was
demonstrated during the year of her illness.
She kept up a very cheerful spirit during her

KIESIING—Mrs. Ruth Smith Kiesling was
born a t Chicago, Nov. 1st, 1892, and passed
away Sept. 9th, 1939, aged 46 years 10 months
and 8 days.
On July 23, 1932, she was united in marriage
to Charles R. Kiesling, who survives her. Sne
also leaves to mourn their loss, her mother,
Mrs. Mary Smith, of Chicago, also live sisters
and four brothers: Miss Faye Smith of Chicago; Mrs. Fred Earles of Dal ton City, 111;
Rev. William Smith, Breezewood, Pa.; Mrs.
Frances Smith, Grantham, Pa.; Buford Smith,
Berwyn, 111.; Mrs. Charles Collins, Nappanee,
Ind.; George Smith of Chicago; Mrs. Simon
Wingerd of Pasadena, Calif.; Rev. Newell
Smith of Tenants Harbor, Maine, other relatives and many friends.
She found Christ as her Saviour and was a
member of the Brethren in Christ Church,
where she served faithfully and dependably in
the choir and as a teacher in the Sunday
School until several years ago. During her
long and lingering illness which she bore patiently she realized her need of God in a new
and deeper measure and passed away, we believe, in. perfect peace with God and man.
Funeral services were held from the Western
Parlors, on Sept. 13th, Elders C. J. Carlson and
V. L. Stump officiating. Burial in Mt. Hope
Cemetery.
SHENK—Miss Martha H. Shenk, daughter
of Abram H. and Barbara N. Shenk was born
October 18, 1905 and departed this life Aug. 6,
1939.
At the age of 10 she became a member of
the Brethren in Christ Church of Rapho district. In later years she went to the Messiah
Bible College, Grantham, Pa. Then to Beulah
College, Upland, California and La Verne College, La Verne California, to prepare for Foreign Mission work. She had the applause of
the people whereever she went.
Left to mourn their loss are the father, a
sister Mary and two brothers Jacob and Roy
and many relatives and friends.
A memorial service was held Tuesday afternoon, August 29, 1939, at the Mastersonville
Church, Rapho District, Pa. Bish. Jacob T.
Ginder and Bish. C. N. Hostetter Sr., of Washington Boro officiated. The text was Rom. 8:28.
SIDER—Lome Sider, son of Loyd and Grace
Sider was born December 18, 1924 and died
September 14, 1939 at the age of 14 years, 8
months and 27 days. He leaves to mourn their
loss his father and mother, three sisters, two
brothers, his grandparents and a number of
relatives and friends.
He was a strong healthy boy, but had an
attack of appendicitis and died in the Welland
Hospital.
He gave his heart to the Lord at about the
age of twelve years and united with the Brethren in Christ Church. We asked him of his
standing with the Lord, when we were called
to pray and anoint him, and he gave a ready
reply that all was well.
Funeral services were held at the house and
a t the Wainfleet Church conducted by Eld.
Marshall Winger, assisted by Bish. L. Shoalts,
with burial in the Sider burying ground.
STATJITER—Henry Allen Stauffer, was born
near Marietta, Penna., March 22, 1850, son of
John K. and Martha (Engle) Stauffer, departed this life September 25, 1939, at Pasadena,
California, aged 89 years, 6 months, and 3 days.
His early life was spent near his birth place
in Pennsylvania. In 1866 he with his parents
moved to Naperville, Illinois, where he lived
until the spring of 1876 when he pioneered into
Dickinson County, Abilene, Kansas, where he
lived for about forty years. In 1920 he moved
to Pasadena, California, where he resided until
removed by death.
He was married to Nancy Negley, daughter
of Joseph Negley, of Navarre, Kansas, July 27,
1884 at a Brethren in Christ Church, Harvest
Meeting, near Abilene, Kansas. To this union
were born nine children, of these children four
preceded him, Joseph Stanley, in infancy; Rodessa, at age of twenty-two years; Mrs. Robert
D. Miller, (Velva Martha), at the age of fortyseven, in Pasadena, and Donald Charles Stauffer, who was tragically killed some five years
ago at the age of thirty-one years, also his
first wife, Maggie Brooks, whom he married
Aug. 20, 1872. Surviving Bro. Stauffer are his
wife Nancy Negley Stauffer of Pasadena; two
sons, Harry Eugene, of Fort Morgan, Colorado;
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Labane Negley, Riverside Calif.; three daughters, Miss Marjorie Elizabeth Stauffer, of Pasadena; Mrs. Delilah Clara Stauffer Bo wen, of
Pasadena; Mrs. Joseph (Mereda Lucille Stauffer) Charleville, Los Angeles; also twelve
grandchildren, and twelve great-grandchildren,
his youngest brother, Dr. E. E. Stauffer, of
Wichita, Kansas, also many relatives and
friends who mourn his passing.
Early in life he was truly converted and
became a member of the Brethren in Christ
Church, remaining faithful until death. He
was a devout student of the Bible and lost no
opportunity to do good to and for others. He
carried a great concern for the spiritual welfare of all his children, grandchildren and
great-granchildren. He was often heard praying for them, even in his very last hours his
thoughts were of them and their welfare. He
always gave a definite testimony and was also
ready to witness for Christ whom he served so
faithfully for so many years. During the
closing days of his life he repeatedly spoke of
going to his Heavenly Father's home.
He was a kind and affectionate husband, father, and ready at any time to help his children and those in need. During his illness he
manifested a spirit of love and great patience,
forgetting his own physical condition—thinking always of his beloved wife and their children.
Henry Allen Stauffer was a nephew of Bish.
Jesse Engle, the founder of the Matopo Mission in Africa.
Funeral services were held from the Lambs
Funeral Home, 415 South Orange Grove Ave.,
Pasadena, Sept. 27, at 3:00 p. m. in charge of
Eld. H. W. Buckwalter. Text: John 14:1-6.
Burial in Mountain View Cemetery.
Miss Eleanor Miller, congresswoman from
California, read dramatically the 23rd Psalm
to music.
STOTJDER—Eva Jane Stump, the daughter
of Abraham and Catherine Dausman Stump,
was born in Union Township, December 10,
1887. On January 6, 1909, she was married to
Mervin J. Stouder, also of Union Township,
where they resided all of their married life.
There was born unto them five daughters.
Helen, the youngest, preceded her mother in
1923.
Mrs. Stouder has been in failing health for
quite a number of years, and about four weeks
ago suffered various complications which terminated in her death on Thursday evening,
September 21, 1939, she having reached the age
of 51 years, 9 months, and 12 days.
When a young girl, she was converted and
united with the Brethren in Christ Church.
After her marriage, she, with her husband,
united with the Union Center Church of the
Brethren. A few months ago, she felt the
need of renewing her covenant with her Lord
and at a revival held at the Union Grove
Church, again sought God and gave assurance
of her readiness to meet (he solemn change
which she knew awaited her.
Her loving ministrations as a wife and
mother, And in later years as a grandmother,
endeared her to all her family and as well, to
her many friends and neighbors.
There remain to mourn her departure, her
bereaved husband who so faithfully cared for
her during her illness and sought to give her
every comfort; also four daughters, Mrs. Darren Stoner of South Bend; Mrs. Ralph Toder
now residing at the parental home; Mrs. Merle
Keck of Bremen and Mrs; Alfred Keck of
Nappanee; five grandchildren; two brothers,
Orb Stump of New Paris; Lloyd of Akron,
Ohio; one sister, Mrs. Thomas Jones of Plymouth, Ind.
Funeral services were conducted by Eld. V.
L. and Bish. Carl G. Stump a t the Union Center
Church of the Brethren, with burial in the adjoining cemetery.

1

ZIMMERMAN — A b r a m Zimmerman of
Ridgeway, Ont., departed this life on Wednesday, Sept. 20, 1939, aged 87 years, 7 months
and 20 days. He was a son of the late Eld.
Abram Zimmerman and wife of Black Creek,
Ont. In his latter years he sought the Lord
and left a bright testimony that he was prepared to meet his Lord. He is survived by his
sorrowing widow Sr. Mary (Bowen) Zimmerman, two sons, Norman of Buffalo, N. Y. and
Vernon of Sherkston, Ont. and four daughters,
Mabel, wife of Leslie Heximer of Port Colborne, Ont.; Erma, wife of Irvine Winger, of
Ridgeway with whom he resided at the time
of his death; Elmo, wife of Calvary Minor of
Netherby, Ont. and Essa, wife of Glen Climenhaga of Stevensville, Ont., and fifteen grandchildren and one great-grandchild also two
brothers, Josiah of Sask. and Barnet of Port
Colborne and two sisters, Melissa, wife of the
late Henry Nigh and Jennie, wife of the late
Henry Kline and many other relatives and
friends.
Funeral services were conducted on Sunday,
September 24th at the home and then at the
Black Creek Church by the home ministry. Interment in the adjoining cemetery.
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"Good-by! It's All Over with Us
yf
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then weaving around me the cords of that
great and Heavenly love which would soon
bind me to His precious side.
Invisible

N E Lord's Day evening, Capt. Neville,
ine commander of a passenger Colonial steamship, a bright and joyous believer,
having arrived in port early in the morning, took the evening ministry of the gospel in the Uddteliow s Hall, on the North
snore ot the Auckland Harbor. Before
preaching he read the letter as printed
nerewith.

O

A Year Old
The writer of this letter, when in N e w
Zealand, frequently visited Auckland. He
was then spiritually "dead in trepasses and
sms , leading tne lite of a thoughtless,/
reckless, happy-go-lucky sailor, whom his
captain had to discharge for intoxication,
and consequent neglect of duty as an officer of a passenger steamship. H e wandered away to China, where the Lord met
with him, broke him down, showed him
his need of a Savior, led him to Himself,
and saved him. He has now found rest,
and, at peace with God, desires to live and
serve his Lord and Master.
The

Letter
Shanghai, China
M y dear Captain Neville.—It is such
a pleasure to me to receive your kind
Christian letter of sympathy and encouragement. I was a year old yesterday, and
truly, when I remembered all the way the
Lord my God hath led me, my soul is
humbled, and my heart overflows with
gratitude to Him who has lifted me upon a
rock, and has promised that "when the
great waters overflow they shall not reach
unto me," "for His mercy endureth forever."
I think I had better answer your questions as they come in your welcome letter.
First, you asked me to write and tell you
all about my conversion. Well, I must
tell you I was brought up in the Church of
England, and I am afraid my parents did
not, in my young days, realize that their
children needed conversion; and so, although we all attended to the externals of
religion, we never knew the Lord Jesus as
a personal Savior.
Drifting
I went to sea at the age of fourteen.
Home influences were soon forgotten,
and I drifted very rapidly into the ways
of the ungodly. I soon became foremost
in mischief and wrongdoing of all kinds,
and quickly got to that state in which I
thought nothing wrong if it was not found
out—in fact, my soul must have died within me, and my heart turned to stone.
Wicked
Life
I well remember, in 1876, being third

mate of a sailing ship, and in a cyclone in
the Bay of Bengal, she was thought by all
to be foundering—in fact, the captain had
told the men she was settling down. Masts,
bulwarks, boats, etc., were all gone, and
the deck stove in in several places.
The second officer came along to me,
and shook my hand, saying: "Good-by, old
tellow; 1 guess it's all over with us." Then
the thought came to my mind how I had
led a wicked life, and had better ask God
to forgive me. But I sneered at the idea.
The devil seemed to me to be very near,
with his promptings and taunts. H e told
me to die as 1 had lived; not to be such a
coward as to pray at the last moment, etc.
Well, I resisted the promptings of the
Holy Spirit, and yet our merciiul Father
above preserved me, and let me live on,
when, had I died, I had been lost for
eternity.
To India and New

Zealand

After this I went into the Indian steamers, and there lived a fast life—drinking,
gambling, and rioting in vice; forgetting
all the dear ones at home. I think, and
I grieve to say it, I did not write to my
mother for four years.
It was while in this state I came to N e w
Zealand, and, as you know, I there seemed to lose all control over myself. But the
Lord led me to China, and here, in this
far off land, "I came to myself"; and by
God's grace, and the loving help and advice of one of his servants, "arose and
came to my Father, who ran, and fell on
my neck, and kissed me," cleansed me in
the precious blood of Jesus, and gave me
eternal life through Jesus my Lord.
A Missionary

M.D.

W e often had missionaries on board
among our passengers, and I was always
eager to let them know my wretched ideas,
and show them what a good servant the
devil had in me.
About sixteen months ago, when I had
been talking to a lady on these subjects—
she was a missionary M.D.—she said she
felt very sorry for me with such views,
and did so wish I were acquainted with a
dear friend of hers in Hankow. She said
that this friend was her ideal of a Christian
woman, and would, she thought, be able to
show me what I was losing in not knowing
the love of Jesus. I thought this lady imagined I was afraid to see this friend. So I
replied: "Well, if you will give me a letter of introduction to your friend, I shall
be happy to call and make her acquaintance." She did so; and on my next trip
I called and presented my letter, little
dreaming that my blessed Lord was even

Power

I had' not been many minutes in conversation with this friend before she asked me. not if. I were a Christian, but if
I loved the Lord Jesus Christ; and somehow all the glib replies I generally made
to such questions seemed to stick in my
throat, and I at last said, "I don't quite
understand you. If you mean am I a
Christian, I suppose I am as good a one as
most people one meets.''
I felt quite lost. All my wretched boasting of my infidelity, I felt, would be ridiculous in the presence of this dear lady.
She did, in herself, seem to more than
answer any cavil which I could have raised
against her trust in Jesus. It was a miserable lie I told; of course, I knew I was
anything but a Christian, and so she saw.
Hankow—"I

Will

Come"

After a little quiet talk she asked me if
I would come to the Sunday evening service that was held in "The Rest." I said
yes, I would. The lady said, "Before you
promise, I must tell you that, although people of the world will think it quite right
and proper that you should attend the
church, yet, if you come to this meeting,
they will begin to talk, and say that you
are turning religious."
I replied: "They can say what they like.
I've promised you, and I will come whenever I am in Hankow." And I thank God
I had many opportunities of fulfilling my
promise, and the outcome of it was that
I soon saw that I was all wrong; and, little
by little, the Lord showed me that the
life I was leading was useless and bad,
with no hope for the future, and little
worth living for in the present.
Then I began to think I would turn over
a new leaf, and make myself a better man,
forgetting, or not seeing, that turning over
a new leaf to cover the past is not what
is required, but turning back the old leaves,
and getting them washed in the Blood of

the Lamb.
Darkness

Deepens—Light

Dawns

So I went on for some weeks, trying
to cure myself and work out my own
redemption, until one night I went to a
meeting held in Hankow by Mr. Studd and
the Cambridge party, who had come out in
the China Inland Mission, and there I
heard the hymn, "Take me as I am," and
it was just what I really wanted.
I saw then that I was helpless and full
of guilt, and the Spirit was striving within
me to just ask the Lord to take me as I
was; but the old enemy was also busy,
telling me I could go on very well without
making a fuss about it. However, I could
Continued on page 333)
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Our War-Time Experience
Malinda

Tayloc

TURING the last year of the W o r l d lem a fair test and I believe the Lord
W a r , while we were living in Lapeer prompted me in this thought, so after some
County, Michigan, a campaign was on in weeks of wondering how the board dethe County to sell Liberty Bonds to all the cided, husband decided to call while he
families living therein. Some men came was in town. It was rather a surprise to us to
to our home and insisted that we buy Li- hear that the Board had rejected our offer.
berty Bonds, but my husband said that ac- At first I felt sad, but then I felt thankful,
cording to the teachings of the truth of the for we had made a fair test, and the Lord
Gospel, we did not believe in war, and was leading, for we left the matter with
that to buy Liberty Bonds was to actually Him.
help the fighting.
t h e r e was a certain time set for every
T h e men who composed the Vigilent man to register. Most of the folks would
Board continued • coming to our home at go in the evening to register, but one of
intervals during the summer, trying to per- our neighbors, unbeknown to his family,
suade Bro. Taylor to accept their Bonds, came at night and advised Mr. Taylor
telling him that it was his duty. One that he could register during the day, and
particular time, before the men returned, that if he waited, until night, there might
my husband mentioned that he felt he be trouble. He was one of the men with
should be very careful to say as little as whom Mr. Taylor used to exchange tarm
possible during the visits of these men, and work. T h e next day we found out that
was afterwards informed that they were some men were laying in wait for Bro.
trying to catch him in his words.
Taylor and finally when he did not turn up,
One of the leading members of the group they inquired, " W h e r e is Taylor?" W h e n
of men, who had no regard for God nor they were intormed that he had been there
man, had made threats earlier, and no during the day, their purpose had not
doubt some of the men who came to our worked out.
home knew of these threats. This leading
After having been annoyed by threats, one
man was very unsympathetic to the Chris- night as we were coming home from praytians. He tried to boycott us, by going er meeting, a number of cars came toward
to the merchants in town and telling them us from the opposite direction, and my husnot to buy any goods from our farm and band said he might as well face them
also not to sell any merchandise to us. now as later. He thought it was some
But the merchants refused to listen to him. of the rough men again laying in wait for
He went so far as to tell our neighbors, him. However, this time it happened to be
whom we used to hire during the busy some people who had lost their way to
season to put away the crops, not to work Port Huron and were inquiring in what
for us. Some of the men who used to direction they should go to arrive at their
work for us told us about this and they destination.
told the leader who was the troublemaker,
Later on, my husband was summoned to
"If Taylor needs help, we'll help him."
Bro. Taylor, not wishing to make any appear before Court to give an answer for
trouble, managed his crops and his work being, a Conscientious Objector. During
in such a way that he got along without the noon adjournment a man, walking by
the extra help. W e did not raise as much the group with which Bro. Taylor was
corn as in other years, since we did not standing, said, "If I had it to do, everybody
plan to fill our large silo for another year. would fight." Bro. Taylor answered* "If
T h e Lord was directing us in other ways, you were going to blot out sin with cannon
though we did not know just how it was and sword, where would you begin? The
coming to pass. W h e n God plans for us, truth that a minister of the Gospel sends
we know He will carry out His purpose to reaches the place to which it is sent." That
man walked away without another word.
those who trust in Him.
He could not gainsay the Truth.
One day husband came home and told me
that he had offered to the chairman of the
One of the other Conscietious Objectors
Vigilent Board a certain amount of his asked a Lawyer what the outcome would
quota of the Liberty Bond to the Red be if they did not come across, and the
Cross, and that the chairman would present Lawyer gave him to undersctand that all
this offer to the Board for consideration. such would have to leave American
I thought a moment, and then decided we soil and go to another country. N o w we
would make it a matter of prayer. I decid- know that in time of war a great many
ed that if it was right for us to give to the things can be slipped through with, so we
Red Cross, the Board would accept our took it for granted that that is what we
offer, and if it was not right for us to give might have to do and we were willing
in this way either, the Board would re- to go anywhere, just so we were in the
ject our offer. I wanted to give this prob- will of the Lord. W i t h Him as guide
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we could go, only in His strength, though
it looked quite serious to me.
Next morning my husband inquired of
the Judge what the evidence or decision
was against us, and during breakfast that
morning my heart felt heavy, as I thought
of the outcome. Our three children were
together in the dining room bay window
singing:
'7r's just like Jesus to drive the clouds
away.
It's just like Jesus all along the way,
its just tiKe Jesus to drive the clouds
away.
It's just like His dear Name."
Well, there was a message for me. I
thought to myself, but said nothing. First
I wondered, but, it- came so straight. I hadn't
heard them sing that for a long time, so it
must have been given from above. W h e n
husband returned, the truth was revealed
that there was nothing held against us, so
our hearts rejoiced again in our Savior.
But we had greater trials and testing to
go through, and the Lord knew what we
needed during the summer. He was very
precious to me. W e did not know what
would happen next. I had a young, sister
hired for a time to help me with extra
work and one day I told her as soon as our
dinner dishes were done we would have
worship, reading God's precious W o r d and
then having prayer, then we would sing.
Thus we had blessed seasons in Christ Jesus. W h e n about my work so many precious promises came to me and the Lord
was so precious I can not tell in words the
blessedness in trusting Him with that confidence that all will work out for the best.
T h e threshing season came and we were
not able to get a machine. The leader of
the Vigilent Board, said that he would be
there when we threshed, meaning to make
trouble, and I believe the threshers were
afraid to pull in for fear of trouble, and
no doubt they, too, felt that we ought to
help with the war. A man of Mennonite
faith offered to fill our silo, but we did
not plan to fill silo that summer anyway,
and the brethren at Mooretown were talking of coming with a full gang and a
thresher, but the time was not fully ripe to
do this.
Shortly after Halloween, one night after
the children were all in bed, we heard
quite a racket, and we realized our home
was being stoned. W e had a frame house,
and it sounded terrible, the noise from the
stone beating the house, and both the upstairs and downstairs windows being broken. The glass falling sounded as if the
house were coming down, which gave us
a queer sensation. The noise woke our
little boy, whose toe was sore, (it might
have happened from a stone being hurled
through the window) and while bathing it,
a big stone, nearly ten pounds in weight,
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was hurled in past the little fellow, just
missing him, also very close to my husband, who was standing a little farther
away. I said "Would they kill the boy?"
Being of a quiet nature, our boy had not
complained for a little time, but then he
cried so hard that I believe the men heard
and were frightened away. The noise
stopped, and I could see no one as I opened the door and looked out into the beautiful night.
A number of times these mobs had tried
to get Bro. Taylor, but failed, as the proper
time had not yet come. While there are
some things that we cannot understand,
yet we realize that God permits certain experiences to come into our lives through
ungodly people, but they cannot accomplish their purpose until the Lord permits.
The man at the head of the mob was not
satisfied until he could get hold of Bro.
Taylor, and so a few weeks after the stoning of our house, one evening a mob of
men came with their faces masked to hide
their identity. They all got out of their
car and came to the ifront of our dining
room by the bay window, calling to my
husband to come out. As he did not heed
their call they kept on talking saying some
very mean things, cursing and swearing
and awakening two of our children, and
while I was absent from the room for a
few minutes, an older man also of an inferior character, came and took hold of
Bro. Taylor by the neck to take him out.
M y husband went with him without any
resistance. W h e n I reentered the room he
was gone, and our two children, having
come to the dining room, were crying as
if their hearts would break at their father's
leaving them. While my own heart was
heavy and sore, I tried to console them as
best I could. It seemed hard to us to see
such rough and mean characters take, our
dear one from us. Later he told us that for
a few minutes he had a queeT feeling, but
it all went away and he felt calm and
ready for the occasion.
The intention of the mob was to tar and
feather my husband. I thought they intended to do it in our front yard, but when
I went out, they had him in their car
ready to leave. They stopped on their
way and borrowed a pair of shears from
a neighbor and cut one side of Bro. Taylor's hair, gouged in his hair different
places, also gouged in his beard on one
side, giving him a very rough appearance.
They took him to a lonely road but
through some mishap, or God's providence,
they did not have the tar to tar and feather
him, but abused him by other means, having him run and knocking him down unconscious a few times, then put some very
ill-smelling stuff on his head, which caused
sores. They had also hurt his head in
some way and ever afterward he carried
scars from it. Finally they left him and
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he walked home. After some hours of
anxiety on our part, he came, looking quite
battered up. It touched me to see nim in
such a condition, but he was spared to us
and we were thankful to have him back,
though bruised. It was so humiliating to
me that we had to go through all this, and
1 wrote a letter to my sister and her husband, Rev. and Mrs. Jonathan Lyons, telling them all about this, and when Bro.
Lyons wrote in answer to my letter, he reminded us of our precious Savior being
despised, forsaken and taken by cruei
hands and made to suffer in shame and
agony.

threshing and this man who had threatened trouble when we thresh was sick in
bed, so we had no more trouble with him.
W e finally had our sale, a large sale and
everything went so good which was a
great surprise to the auctioneer, who was
also a preacher. He had heard so much
about the things done against us that he
really was fearful about coming, to have
the sale, and he asked his congregation
to pray for him. After the sale he came to
Bro. Taylor and wondered what all this
meant. Everything had gone far beyond
his expectation, and he concluded with
"Surely the Lord has been with you."

W h y should we feel so Ladly about it?
W e did it because we preferred to obey
God, rather than man, and we surely appreciate God's wondrous love and care
over us and the confidence we had in
Him, as we had many blessed seasons with
Him, and many precious promises even
while we were at work. Those promises,
which were an encouragement, would come
to us, and we were encouraged to stand
true amidst the tests and trying times,
and we know there were many prayers on
our behalf, and we realize that God no'c
only heard, but came to our help and was
surely our comfort and strength.

Shortly after the sale a number of friends
and neighbors came 'for a farewell gathering, among whom was a Catholic couple.
While they wouldn't have a Protestant
pray in their home, it surprised us when he
got up at the close of this friendly gathering and said, " W h e n I heard what they
done to Walter, I said he had more religion than I."
N o w the man at the head of all this
trouble was apparently a prominent farmer,
living on his own farm, and also a stockholder in the Farmer's Elevator. But his
deeds were not so soon forgotten and his
best friends turned against him and when
he wanted to thresh he could not get
enough help. One of his former good
friends said to him, "Taylor did for you
what no one else would have done." (This
was by way of helping out as a neighbor.
Some hard and very unpleasant work.)
The situation became so disagreeable
and unbearable for him that he didn't want
to stay. He sold out and moved away,
as was told us because he had no friends.
From this we can see that those who do
right need not fear the outcome, but those
who oppress the righteous will be rewarded according to their deeds.
I forgot to mention that while not giving
to help the war, we did pay a certain
amount to the Relief fund and we were
glad to do it to help relieve the suffering.
While in these times of perplexity and
distress, my only resort was to the Lord in
prayer. There I found a sweet refuge
and the joy of the Lord and His blessing
far outweighed the trials and tears of persecution, and my faith was strengthened
and I will gladly suffer for Him who suffered the ignominious death on the cross
for me.
I have written this with a hope that it
might be an encouragement to others to
stand true and loyal to our Christ, obedient through the testing time and true to
God at any cost. M a y the Lord bless and
strengthen the faith of all that would be
true.

W h e n the neighbors heard what was
done to my husband, they were quite indignant about it and some very strong
statements were made. But had they known
what was being done there would have
been more trouble so it was best they did
not know. However, it brought the people
to thinking more seriously of life, also
convictions to live better lives.
A rather rough young man, a thresher,
began to read the Testament every day,
and among the number of comments made
was one by our old mail carrier to his
substitute, saying that Mr. Taylor was the
most religious man in that part of Michigan.
Another man, a well-to-do farmer, but
of a rough make-up said to husband that
we did more than -ill the churches put together, for they all had their church people around them, but we stood alone, being
isolated from our church people. W e are
thankful to say that the Lord was our
strength.
In this neighborhood is where father and
mother Taylor raised their family of five
children. Bro. Myron Taylor, who served
a number of years in Africa as a missionary, whose death resulted from an attack
by a lion, was the oldest of the children.
Mother Taylor taught her children that it
is better to suffer wrong than to do wrong,
and we are thankful for the teaching of
a true mother, which have helped her sons
to live for the Lord, living their earlier
years of a Christian life in this neighborhood which has left a lasting influence.
W e were now able to go ahead with our

A great part of my time is spent in gettinug my heart in tune for prayer. It is the
link that connects heaven with earth.
—McChegne.
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The Effect of Singing and Holy
Ghost Demonstration

lem, the disciples began to rejoice and
praise the Lord with a loud voice. The
formal church members asked Him to re-*
buke them, but He told them if the
disciples should hold their peace, the stones
would immediately cry out
Holy Ghost demonstration begets a hunger in other people for God and His Grace
to come into their lives. On the great day
of Pentecost, when Peter preached the
great sermon, men and women were pricked in their hearts. Fear came upon every
soul and three thousand were swept into
the kingdom.
Holy Ghost demonstration encourages
others to live closer to God'. It begets
a spirit of prayer and often causes an
adjusting of matters that otherwise would
not be adjusted. Carnal pride hinders
Holy Ghost demonstration because the carnal mind is not subject to the law of God,
neither indeed can be. The lack of
child-like faith also hinders Holy Ghost
demonstration. Satan is opposed to it as
are also cold professors.
Obedience to the Holy Ghost promotes
Holy Ghost demonstration. Israel marched around Jericho thirteen times but the
walls stood as erect as they were when
the march began. These people had marched around the walls for seven days but
nothing happened until theTe came a shout
from the sanctified people of God. W h e n
the shout came, the walls of opposition fell
flat, the enemy was destroyed and much
spoil was taken. But let us remember that
nothing was accomplished until the people
obeyed God and shouted. The shout of
Gideon and his three hundred routed the
whole Midianitish army which was like
grasshoppers for multitude.

C. A. Cooper
Q I N G I N G praises to God affects the
^
soul like a draft affects a fire. W e
build a fire in the furnace; we open the
draft so that the air passing through causes
the fire to increase and spreads the flame
and in a short time the entire amount of
fuel in the furnace is on fire and the effects
are soon felt throughout the house.
Singing praises in the Spirit encourages
our faith, strengthens our hopes, and lifts
us over many difficulties and obstacles.
W h e n Paul and Silas were at Philippi,
scourged and locked in the inner prison
with their backs to the floor, at midnight
they broke out into hymn singing. Their
praises to God filled the place. God shook
the foundation of the old prison and loosed their bands besides sending conviction
to the heart of the jailer. T h e jail was
turned into a mission hall and the jailer
and 'his family found the Lord.
Singing praises to God hinders Satan.
It fans the spiritual flame in our hearts,
drives away the tired sluggish feeling, and
glorifies God. W h e n Jehoshaphat was in
war against the Ammonites and Moabites,
he appointed singers unto the Lord, that
they should praise the beauty of holiness.
They were to go out before the army and
to say, "Praise the Lord!" W h e n they
began to sing, the Lord set ambushments
against the children of Ammom and Moab
and they were smitten. Jesus Christ is the
same yesterday, today and forever.
Demonstration of the Holy Ghost upon
us and in us is too sacred to be called
noise, though often when the Lord blesses
us we make some sort of noise. According to Isaiah 6, when God was manifested
to Isaiah the thresholds of the door moved
and the house was filled with smoke. This
had such an effect upon Isaiah that he
immediately began to see and to own his
unclean and undone condition. There have
been, in modern times, such manifestations
of the Spirit as to appear like smoke. At
Half W a y , Mich., in the year, 1928, I witnessed the manifestation of the Holy Ghost
as smoke. Saints with tears flowing down
their cheeks and a burden of prayer on
their hearts, fell on their knees at the altar
of prayer and cried out t o God 'for the
unsaved. Conviction struck the hearts of
the ungodly, One individual tried, but
could not stand on his feet but sank back
into his seat, his jaw dropped and worked
back and forth. He could not keep his
mouth closed and such fear came upon him
that he could not drive his car home,
Wherever there is a manifestation of
God through demonstration, sin is reoroved and made to feel uncomfortable. W h e n
Jesus made his triumphal entry into Jerusa-
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God give us more men and women who
are filled with the Holy Ghost, with a
faith that will not shrink, with a determination to shout the victory, by the help
of God, and to defy the powers of darkness until the walls of opposition fall and
multitudes find the Lord.—Selected.

"Good-bv! It's All Over
With Us"
(Continued from page 330)
not get the words of this hymn out of my
mind, and for about ten days the battle
went on: Christ Jesus and my anxious,
awakened soul on the one side, and Satan
and my old self on the other, when, praise
the Lord, Christ Jesus won, and now "I
am His, and He is imbue, for ever and for
ever."
I will tell you just how the victory was
won. I was in Hankow again, and, when
coming out of "The Rest" after the meeting, the lady who invited me stopped
me and said: "Well, have you not let the
Lord Jesus into your heart yet?" I said:
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"No, I am afraid not." She then told me
that two young men, acquaintances of mine,
had found peace and joy in trusting Jesus,
and that she was ashamed of me keeping
the Lord outside so long.
Walk and Talk
I replied I was glad to hear of my
friends' joy, and, as I had arranged to walk
with one of them that evening, I would ask
him about his conversion. Well, we had
our walk and talk, in the course of
which I told my newly converted friend
my state; how I wanted to be a Christian,
but could not believe that Jesus would take
me as I was, sin-stained and guilty.
I had not grasped the fact that our blessed Lord "(came) to seek and to save that
which was lost". H e advised me to go and
talk it over quietly with the husband of
the lady, so we went to the house together.
Sunday. 14th June, 1885
After a little conversation the gentleman
prayed that the Lord would show me the
true light, and take away anything that
hindered me from coming to Jesus. As
we arose from our knees, I felt a longing
to hear that hymn again, "Take me as I
am," so I asked the lady to sing it for me.
She had, as well as I can remember, just
sung the words, "Helpless I am, and full
of guilt," when I was drawn to my knees,
and then and there I asked God, from my
inmost heart, to take me as I was, to forgive me for Jesus' sake, and to make me
what he would have me; and I heard the
voice of Jesus my Lord say, "I will."
1 can't describe the quiet calm and rest,
the peace and joy that filled my whole
being as I told my friends that the Lord
had won my heart and pardoned me for
Christ's sake, or how we all praised God
for His loving-kindness and tender mercy.
I hope you will not be tired reading
this long, long story, but it is a theme my
heart delights to sing of (Psalms 105:1-5).
Peace and ]ou
You ask me how I have been getting on
since my conversion. Well, I, too, can
say, "He has done exceedingly abundantly
above all that I could ask or think. I thank
God that I can tell you we see the
Gospel of Jesus Christ winning souls at
nearly every meeting. Only the other evening, although we had only about twenty
sailors present, at the close of the meeting
sixteen of them stayed, and before leaving
some professed to find peace in believing
on the Lord Jesus Christ. Eight of them
were from one ship—one of Holt's steamers—and I went on board to see them during their dinner hour next day, and they
asked me to come into the forecastle and
PrayI have a real busy, happy life. Lately
have had meetings to attend both in Shanghai and Hankow, so that you will believe
that I do not often write such long letters
as this, and I thought perhaps you might be
able to tell it again to some who are still in
darkness.—The Christian Graphic.
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Our Young
"I Forgot Jesus"
G R O U P of brown-skinned natives of
Honolulu were listening to some missionaries. Fine, tall men they were, of the
Polynesian type, and one of the most eager
listeners was Lunalilo, a handsome lad,
clothed like the rest, in one scanty garment
only. As he listened, the truth found a
ready entrance. T h e story of the love of
God, and of the Lord Jesus Christ who
died for him, gripped his heart, and he was
one of the first to confess Christ and be
baptized. How happy he was in his new
found1 love!
"Lunalilo," asked a missionary one day,
"would you like to be sent across the
water to America and there be taught?
Then you could come back and teach your
own people many things they ought to
know."
The lad's eyes glowed, indeed he would.
So it came to pass that after some years
Lunalilo returned from America, dressed as
a European and well instructed. Perhaps
it would have been better had he remained a simple lad, following his native customs, for the next thing was he was called
to the palace, and King Kamahameha placed himself under his instruction. Little
by little the world got hold of Lunalilo, and
he no longer retained the same warmth of
love for the Lord1 Jesus which he had when
he first heard the good news of the blessed
Gospel.
Then came the traders with wonderful
stories of the gold which was to be found
in California. The fever of it laid hold of
Lunalilo, and he went off to seek for it,
determined to build up a fortune. Alas,
when the love of gold went into his heart,
the last remnant of love for the Lord1 Jesus
went out.
Unhappily for him his search for gold
was successful. But after a time Lunalilo
began to give w a y to drinking and. other
sins, until at last, like the prodigal son,
he was reduced to the lowest straits. Finally he drifted to San Francisco—an old
man, penniless, friendless, and. worse still,
godless—a pitiful wreck of the once joyous, light-hearted Lunalilo.
T h e Goad' Shepherd's patience was not
exhausted. He followed this wanderina
sheep into the wilderness until he found
it, and instructed one of His servants to
help restore it.
Tonathan Prescott was returning one evening from another quarter of the' town
when he passed one of the most miserable
objects he had ever seen. It was the figure
of an old man, a mere bundle of filthy rags,
who was stooping over a rag and bone
heap.
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"Poor old man, what a mass of misery
he looks! Is it possible to reach his heart?"
he said within himself.
He looked1 pityingly upon the rag picker,
and laid a kindly hand on his bent shoulders. "Old man," he said gently, "do you
love Jesus?" Would the Name mean anything to him, he wondered sadly.
Slowly the dirty, wrinkled face was
lifted and turned to the speaker, and then
there came a sudden, startled look, as if
he were listening to some echo out of the
distant past. Presently the quavering voice
spoke.
"Jesus! Jesus!" he repeated. "Oh, yes,
yes! I used to know Jesus once!" The voice
broke. "But I have—lost Him. It was
gold, gold—gold of California that I came
for. And I got it, but I lost Jesus; oh,
yes, I lost Jesus! I forgot Jesus—for gold."
Deeply moved, Jonathan Prescott listened to his story, as Lunalilo poured it out,
and ended with a passionate appeal for
help that he might find again the Savior
whom he once had loved. "Can He ever
forgive an old sinner like me? Can there
be restoration for such a wanderer as I
.have been?" he cried.
Such questions were not difficult to answer, and soon Lunalilo was rejoicing
again in the love of Christ.
Prescott
saw to it that the old man was cleansed
and clothed; and day after day Lunalilo
would pour out his adoring gratitude to
the Savior •who had sought and found him.
and brought him back.
"Only one thing I want," he would say,
"and that is to go back to Honolulu and
tell them all what a wonderful and pardoning God He is, and how He has had
mercy on even me."
Some kind friends arranged this for him,
and he did indeed reach his native place
and look again on his island home. But
he passed away there before he could deliver his message, and other have had to
do this for him.
"I forgot Tesus—for gold." W h a t a
warning Lunalilo's sad words bring to us,
if there is anything which we are putting
in His place. True, it may not be gold.
It may be family, friends, reputation, a
dozen other things. But whatever it is,
if we set our affections on any but heavenlv things, we are making the greatest, the
most tragic mistake of our lives. W e may
not live to transfer" our love back to its
rinht and proper obiect, as poor Lunalilo
did': but even if we should, what cause for
lasting regret to have missed the opportunities of many years of living for Christ!
"Set your affections on things above."
—Selected.

Where Christ Has Not Risen
H E was a Hindu woman, and her husband was ill. T h e doctor said he
could not live for more than half an hour.
His wife, writes Rev. Herbert Halliwell,
arrayed herself in costly clothing, painted
her forehead with vermillion and her feet
with lac dye, as did the suttees of old,
and offered a prayer to the domestic idol.
Then she poured some of the Ganges water
into the mouth of her unconscious husband,
and leaving him, drenched her clothing
with kerosene oil, and set fire to it.
It was over in a second or two, and no
one could prevent it. The astounding
thing is that the Hindus are now coming to
worship the place. Superstition dies hard.
N e w light has been thrown upon the
woman's motive by a letter written on a
crumpled piece of white paper which was
found in her room after her death. It contains this message:
"Send me with my husband to the burning ghat.
"I am helpless.
"I shall not be able to bear widowhood."
"If I am rescued I shall go mad."
The motive of Saibalinee Dassi was not
religious. She was not a fanatic. She
was simply a woman who, as Mr. Halliwell
says, had not the courage to bear the
shame and burden of Hindu widowhood.
Small wonder! She knew what that is.
She had seen young women with shaven
heads and soiled white garments, household
drudges, objects of scorn, or worse—halfstarved tools of licentious men—Hindu
widows! She shrank back from this abyss.
Death, she thought, was better. She died.
This occurrence throws a flashlight on
the horror of India's moral darkness. It
demonstrates the need of Christ.

—C. E. World.

Bible Fill In's
1.

In — and — before him, all the —
of thy life. Luke 1:75.
2. But now being made — from —', and
become — to God, ye have your —
unto —, and the end — life. Rom. 6:22.
3. Having therefore these —, dearly beloved, let us — ourselves from all —
of the flesh and —, perfecting — in
the — of God. II Cor. 7:1.
4. Follow — with all —, and —, without — no man can — the Lord. Heb.
12:14.
5. The aged — likewise, that they may
be in — as becometh —, not — —
not given to much —, — of good
things. Titus 2:3.—-Selected.
Every human being who cannot trust the
Heavenly Father is missing the secret of
life.—Selected.
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A Fish That Eats Monkeys
FISH that feeds on monkeys is often
met with in South American waters.
Its fondness for animal flesh over other
food is peculiar. T h e way it secures its
prey is still more remarkable.
This curious creature measures about
nine feet in length. The natives give it
the name of "catfish" because it is sometimes seen to jump out of the water. It
swoops down on some poor monkey who
happens to be slung from a tree branch,
taking a drink.
Another fish possessing unuusal powers
is the deep-sea angler. T h e mouth of this
creature is so large, and its stomach can
be stretched so much that it can swallow
other fish more than three times its own
length.
Fortunately it makes its home several
hundred fathoms below the surface of the
water, it hangs over its snout a line and
bait that shines almost like a gloworm. In
this way it attracts many other fish, making
a meal of them then and there.
—The King's Own.

Almost Sold
' T ' H E R E was a warm discussion on in the
* bar parlor; several guests shared in it.
One, however, listened in silence, though
evidently deeply interested.
The discussion was on the merits of the
different religions, some declaring Christianity to be better than all others, while two
said that, while Christianity had its own
amongst many, and its excellencies were
owing to those people who had accepted it
as their faith. After listening for some
time, the silent man arose, and approached
the disputants, showing by his motions that
he was somewhat under the influence of
liquor, yet he seemed perfectly conscious,
and spoke with great seriousness. "Gentlemen," said he, "I know more about Tesus
Christ than any of you, yet I am willing to
sell my claim in Him for five dollars."
This strange offer startled the company,
but, noticing the man's condition, some
sneered and ridiculed him; but one man
asked, "Do you really mean it? will you
sell out for five dollars?" . "Yes," was the
reply, "for five dollars cash, and that's
cheap, mighty cheap."
"Are you ready to sell to me, here and
now, for five dollars, all your right and
claim to Jesus Christ?"
"Yes, that's exactly what I said."
"Very well, I'll buy."
"Where's your money?" Hand over the
five dollars and you may take my rights. I
renounce, in your favor, all claim to Tesus
Christ for ever."
"Here's the money," said the buyer,
'showing a five-dollar bill "but you must
sign a written agreement."
"Draw up the aqreement and I'll sign."
An agreement like the following was
written and handed to the' would-be seller.
"For the sum of five dollars, the receint
of which is hereby acknowledged, I, John
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Jones, now and for ever sell to William
W h i t e all my right and claim to Jesus
Christ as my Savior. I further agree not to
trust in Him at any time, nor pray to Him,
nor even ask anything of Him through
others; neither will I accept anything He
may offer me; neither will I, in any way
whatsoever, own Him as my Lord and
Savior. This agreement is for eternity."
Taking the pen from the writer of the
agreement the other seated himself at the
table to sign his name.
As he read the document his hand was
stayed. Then he read it again and raised his
hand from the paper. After a third reading, he laid the pen aside, while, with trembling hand, he took up the agreement, and
read it aloud.
Next he laid down the paper, leaned
back in the chair, folded his hands, and fixed his eyes on the document.
" W h y don't you sign?" asked an impatient spectator.
"Sign that? Sign that paper? Did you
hear it? sign such an agreement? sign that?
N o , sir, never! W o u l d you have a man—
yes, or even a savage—I might sign mv
death warrant, but not that agreement!
That is for eternity! T h a t would settle mv
doom without a possibility of hope, much
less of escape."
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Then turning to the buyer, he said: "I do
net want your money. I will not take it. If
there be a forfeit, I will pay it, but never
will I sign that paper."
The bystanders saw that the man was
now sober and serious as well, and they
listened in silence.
He continued: "Gentlemen, I had a
Christian mother, who taught me in my
childhood to pray to God, and expect the
Lord Jesus to become my Savior. Before
she died, she begged me to meet her in
heaven, and never—until a few moments
ago, when, in the folly of drink, I offered
to sell my rights—have I lost hope of meeting that faithful mother there. T o sign
that agreement means to break all the
promises I made to that good woman. It
means to make useless and vain all that
Jessu has done for me, and render void for
ever the prayers of that blessed mother.
"But I came near doing it. One glass
more, and my soul would now be doomed
for eternity. One glass more gentlemen.
W h o tells me that one glass will do no
harm? A single glass would have doomed
my soul :for eternity. M liquor will lead
a man to sign away his Savior and the
hope of his soul, then I have forever done
with drink. I have tasted the last drop.
Goodbye, gentlemen. I will not sign; I dare

Letters of a Gentile to His Daughter
(Supposedly

written [r cm Bethlehem,

My Dear Daughter—
You remember my telling you that Mary
was going to the hill country to see her
Cousin Elisabeth
W e have a visitor who was at the home
of Elisabeth when Mary arrived and she,
the visitor, has told me of the meeting between Elisabeth and Mary.
But first let me tell you something of
Elisabeth. She is the wife of Zacharias,
a Jewish priest, whose duty it is to make
sacrifices in the temple to the Jewish God.
(I can't understand why the Jews have
only one God, while the Romans have a
number of altars erected throughout the
city). Both Elisabeth and Zacharias were
advanced in years, and Elisabeth was barren, but they were both righteous before
God, walking in all the commandments and
ordinances of the Lord, blameless.
Our visitor, who was at the home of Elisabeth said, " W h e n M a r y entered the house
and spoke to Elisabeth, she was filled with
the Holy Ghost, and she spake out with
a loud voice, and said, 'Blessed art thou
among women, and blessed is the fruit of
thy womb. And whence is this to me,
that the mother of my Lord should come
to me? For lo, as soon as the voice of
thy salutation sounded in mine ears, my
babe leaped in my womb for joy. And
blessed is she that believed: for there shall
be a performance of those things which
were told her from the. Lord.'

A.D.

3).

" W h e n Mary heard what Elizabeth said,
she began to sing this song. 'My soul doth
magnify the Lord, and my spirit hath rejoiced in God my Savior. For he hath
regarded the low estate of his handmaiden: for, behold, from henceforth all generations shall call me blessed. For he that
is mighty hath done to me great things;
and holy is his name. And his mercy is
on them that fear him from generation to
generation. He hath shewed strength with
his arm; he hath scattered the proud in
the imagination of their hearts. He hath
put down the mighty from their seats, and
exalted them of low degree. He hath filled the hungry with good things; and the
rich he hath sent empty away. He hath
holpen his servant Israel, in remembrance
of his mercy; as he spake to our fathers,
to Abraham, and to his seed for ever.'
Our visitor says that Mary has made arrangement to stay with her cousin till after
Elisabeth's baby is born, which will be in
about three months.
Zacharias has been acting strangely for
the past six months, some say he has seen a
vision, while others say he has lost the
power of speech. He has not been able
to say a word for some time and can hardly make himself understood.
I will tell you more of what happened'
to Zacharias in my next letter.
Good night, my daughter,
Your old Pop.
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not drink; I cannot remain here. M y soul,
heaven, my sainted mother, the Lord Jesus
Christ are too dear for me to risk anything
further."
Without a n o t h e r word the now
thoroughly sobered man hurried away, nor
did he ever return to that hotel. From that
day he remained sober, and soon became a
true Christian.
The guests of the hotel stood silent, their
faces showing that they had w_ ._..:-"' <jfa?:
great transition from a farce to what was
almost a tragedy. Without a laugh, without a sneer, each man quietly sought his
room, and the bartender wondered what
change had happened to his guests. N o
one who had listened to the reading of that
agreement drank again that night.—Sel.
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had occasion to put off his shoes because
he has stood on holy ground. Could not
parents and children profit greatly, if together they would sit down and talk over
this very vital problem and plan a definite
time for daily Bible reading, meditation,
and prayer.
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I n this Bible t h e Old T e s t a m e n t prophecies
concerning t h e L o r d Jesus Christ, H i s M e s sianic dignity a n d redeeming work are p r i n t e d
in red letters. T h e words of t h e Lord Jesus
Christ as recorded in t h e N e w T e s t a m e n t are
p r i n t e d in red. Such Old T e s t a m e n t passages
as a r e cited or alluded t o b y t h e L o r d Jesus
Christ are indicated b y t h e sign * in red.
An a p p e n d i x contains a list of t h e Old T e s t a m e n t passages indicated in red, also t h e Old
T e s t a m e n t t y p e s of Christ, a n d t h e n a m e s a n d
titles of our Lord. K i n g J a m e s version.

Make A Pearl
heart of every pearl there is a
A Ttinythegrain
of sand

•

October 9, 1939

Christ's followers are not immune from
I am in no way untrue to the State inthe trials, difficulties, and burdens of life, stitutions when I say that in our day a
but they have learned to surround their "boy might become a bachelor or a master
annoyances with patience, one of-Jhe bless- in almost any one of jhe best of them and
ed gifts bestowed through contact with the be as ignorant of the Bible, the moral and
Christ. They make their difficulties the spiritual truths which it represents, as if
he had been educated in a non-Christian
means to a richer experience. [
country.—President Thompson of the Ohio
Take a tip from them. God stands State
University,
ready to help you. Make a pearl out of
your grain of trouble.—Selected.
Be slow to offend, but quick to forgive.

Editorial

That particular grain of sand shifted
about in its watery world until one day
by chance it lodged inside the shell of an
oyster. The oyster did not take kindly
to the foreign substance within its bony
home and tried to eject it, but without
success.
Being a wise old oyster, with an uncommon amount of good sense and patience,
it gave up the struggle to oust the invader
and proceeded to instern him.
An exudation of gum, kindly provided
by nature for such an emergency was gently wrapped about the discomfiting sand.
And in time the sharp edges of the intruder
were covered and the oyster settled down
to more important work of its career
In the course of events a woman of
wealth desires a pearl. She goes into raptures over an especially beautiful one. It
is soon her very own. Truly, as she says,
"pearls are the loveliest things in the
world." Yet that pearl was the biography
of an annoyance.
At the center of every life there is likely
to be the eternal intruding grain of annoyance. People usually strain and fret
at this invading element in their shell of
happiness. They fight to eject it and failing, settled down to blame an unkind Providence for their trouble.
Long ago Job declared, "Man is born
unto trouble, as the sparks fly upward."
Certainly it would be difficult to find any
man—Christian or non-Christian—who did
not carry his share. It is the common lot
of all men.
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